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RIG HT: The fraternity picnics are 
an event all Ursinus students look 
forward to. At APES picnic this 
group found time to pose for a 
quick picture. 
\ 
LEFT: The Rc:.idcnl Assistants get ready 
for yet another fun filled yea r a t Ur-
sinus. 
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mussrr: Mrlping lo lstablish 
~~~ 1$knd i8f 1li1Jtrsity" 
Musser Hall, Ursinus' newest residence hall remodeled in 1986, offers an international experience program. 
Before money was donated to make it into a Special residence hall, only hair or it existed in the place it stands 
today. In fact. one or the Sororities used to live there! ow, Students are selected for the Musser program and 
participate in the planning and implementation or programs that broaden the College Community's under-
standing of international cultures. The hall sponsors trips, movies, and dinners. and is open to every person on 
campus. All in all, the presence or Musser allows Ursinus to establish its own " Blend of Diversity." 
LEFT: Musser provides a friendly and 
relaxing environment for students who 
reside there. Just look at these two smil-
ing faces! 
RIG HT Rob Pohl i-. thoroughly en JO}· 
ing him .. clf in \.1u, .. cr \, ''c can sec 
from the picture:. of him to the left -
ma}be he\ cnJO)ing him-.clf too much' 
ABOVE These three girls si t do''" 10 a 
dchcioui. oriental meal. The} are smiling 
bccau'>c it is not the i.tir fr} bar in Wismer. 
Homecoming 
On October 19, 1991. /\lumni came home for the traditional Ursinus 
Homecoming Day festivities. /\II looked forward Lo tailgating and football. 
The Senior Women choi.en for the 1991 I l omccoming Court were: 
Alpha Phi Epsilon Reprei.cntativc 
Alpha Phi Omega Representati ve 
Beta Sigma Lamda Representative 
Commuting Students Representa ti ve 
Delta Pi Sigma Representative 
Delta Mu Sigma 
Pi Omega Delta Representative 
Zeta Chi Representative 
and the 1991 U rsinus I l omccoming Queen was: 
Sigma Rho Lamda Representati ve 
6 
Cara Con-;ole 
I\ llison Sedgewick 
Brenn Connor 
Kim Traugcr 
V1 ichellc Y ost 
Leigh Dickinson 
Gina Solcnsky 
Heather Roberts 
Vl cgan Chmiel 
A BOV I·: Megan Chmiel. of Tau Sigma 
Gamma. C\COrtcd by Bill Recd}. President of 
Sigma Rho l amda. 
L EFT: Th e 1991 Ur.,inus 
I lomccoming Court and their 
escorts. 
I El·T : The day was filled with ... uch 
c'cucmcnt even the cheerleader-. 
had to take a break. Even :.o. Sopho-
more'> Kelly Henderson and Robin 
Baker found a second to smile for the 
camera. 
. ELOW: Alli<.on Scdge,qd. 
nds time to po'>c "1th her e ... cort . 
. lpha Phi Omega Pre .. 1dent, B.1r-
a by Draper 
I I· FT· Th e Ursin us Bea rs 
played a great game a nd left 
the Alumni. Students. Faculty. 
:ind Pa rents cheering in the 
s tand .... 
OFI OW: A very happy Mega n 
C hmiel gets crowned as las t 
yea r's queen gives her a hug as 
well as her title . 
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€ampus €andids 
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Halloween 
The Senior cla\.'> had its a nnual Halloween 
Party at Birchwood this year. As usual. a 
grcal time wa~ had b} all who attended . 
€ampus €andids 
12 
• 
Studies Abroad 
Sharon McCann and Melissa Margolis on Summer Stud) 1n (ancun. Mexico. 
Lynn Duda a t Fort St. Andre in Avignon. 
Fra nce. 
l 
Melissa Ma rgolis a nd Sharon McCan n with a friend at a pa rty in Mexico. 
LEFT: Those Ursinus students who studied abroad in Ja· 
pan. 
Jena Weaver and friends al lhc lop of Warwick Castle in Stratford-on-Avon, England. 
Melissa Margolis and Sharon McCann al a Mexican Cafe. "Man this is fun!" says Laurie Paine in Saogualmic. 
Dr Eaton with students the day they arrived 
1n Mexico. 
Introduct ion IS 
Jenior tandids 
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The Hobson Girls 
JACQUELYN JEA N 
AGER 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
BIOLOGY 
ALPHA S IGMA N U 
"Life will never seem as hard when 
you can find the time to laugh." 
Thanks Morn and Dad! 
SUPRATIK BANERJEE 
DARJEELJNG, INDIA 
COMPUTER SCJENCE 
Non Scholae sed Discirnus. Etre 
que vous etes. Thank you Ma, 
Dad, Donna and friends. 
!O Seniors 
NICOLE M. ALU 
EXETER, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
BIOLOGY 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
Friendships so deep, so true, so 
long abiding, serve as thy monu-
ment. Thanx Mom, 210, KOK 
TRACI L. BARNEY 
PHOENlXVILLE, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
TAU S IGMA GAMMA 
Life is a gift horse· JDS. Love you 
640! Thanks & Love Morn, Cliff, 
Gram. Chad, John. PS 34 
KEVI N P. ACKEN 
STOWE. PE NSYLVAN IA 
APPLIED MATH 
ECONOM ICS 
ANTHONY DOMENIC 
ANGELUCCI 
STRAT FORD, NJ 
ECONOMICS/ BUS ADM 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
Live as if you expect to live an 
hundred years but might die to-
morrow. THX M & D T & M. 
THOMAS BAYRUNS 
PENNSAUKEN, NEW 
JERSEY 
ENG LIS H 
ALPHA PHJ OMEGA 
JAMIE L. ADAM 
HAMBURG, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
BIOLOGY 
There is however, a limit at which 
forbearance ceases to be a virtue. 
E. Burke 
LA URIEANN H. AVERY 
METUCHEN, NEW 
JERSEY 
FRENCH 
OMEGA C HI 
All I really needed to know, 
learned in Kindergarten. - Dur· 
yea, Yeah! 
AMY B. BEIL 
READING , 
PENNSYLVANIA 
PSYCHOLOGY /S PA NIS H 
JEFFERY BELL 
AKLYN. NEW JERSEY 
FRENCH 
:re are many ways of being a 
a • Fores1er Thanks 10 m> fam-
& friends for everything. 
KIMBERLY BLACK 
ENTON. EW JERS EY 
BIOLOGY 
ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur . 
.sentiel es1 invisible pour le~ 
<.Thanks M & D AK 
KIRSTIN DELIZ 
BORDER 
GLEN ROCK, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
HISTORY 
OMEGA CHI 
the well and may your life 
eed by 11S own design, thanx 
?t D OCHI SISTERS AL· 
YS TRUE. 
J ENNIFER LEWIS 
BELL 
FOLSOM, PA 
BIOLOGY 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
ot ttl we are los1 do we begin to 
find our~elvcs - 1-1 .D. Thoreau, 
Thanh Mum, Dave • llTD 8, 
PIGS! 
JENNIFER G. BLAY 
FA IRFAX. VIRG I IA 
E GLISll 
A LPllA CHI EPSILO 
"Edna ne brevibus pereat mini 
cura libclh~·· Marital, Epigrams J . 
XLY 
J ENNIFER ANN 
BORAV ICKA 
STAFFORD SPRI NGS. 
CONNETICUT 
BIOLOGY 
OMEGA CHI 
Tomorrow 1s another da). Thank 
you Mom and Dad • I love you 
both Go O'Chi! 
KRISTI N MARIE 
BETTS 
KING OF PRUSSIA. 
PEN SYLVA IA 
BIOLOGY 
You climbed up there by yourself 
now get down by yourself Thank~ 
Mom & Dad I Love You. 
ERIC W. BLEICKARDT 
MIDDLETON, EW 
JERSEY 
BIOLOGY 
Patience is the best medicine 
John Florio 
CENDRI NE MARIE 
BISLER 
WlllTEHOUSE STATIO , 
EW JERSEY 
POLITICS 
" I think and think on things im· 
possible yet love to wander in that 
golden maze" Love U M, D, M. C. 
LESLIE J . BONH AM 
BLACKSBURG, VIRGI IA 
POLITICS 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
Never underestimate the power of 
yourself. Thanx 4 the great times 
Tau Sig Thanks M D & J! 
Socrates and Plato 
21 Seniors 
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Bill Reedy and Burke Morrison 
BARBARA A. 
BRUNGESS 
SPRI NG CITY, 
PENNSY LVAN IA 
POLITICS 
Then you will know the truth and 
the truth will set you free. J n 8:32 
Then your life begins. 
~2 Seniors 
WILLIAM D. BUNNELL 
JOHNSTOWN, 
PENNSY LVA N IA 
TEACHING HEALTH 
AND PHYSICAL 
EDUCATIO N 
S IGMA RHO LAMBDA 
I'd rather be a smartass than a 
dumbass, because at least I'm edu-
cated. ILU Mom & Dad Maples 3 
ALEXANDER Z. 
BRADLEY 
DREXEL HILL, 
PE NSYLVANTA 
CHEM ISTRY 
DELTA Pl SIGMA 
Goals are achieved thru hard 
work, determination, and prayer. 
Thnx for believing in me M & D. 
FREDERIC W. BROWN 
NORTH HILLS, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ECONOM ICS/ BUS IN ESS 
ADMIN ISTRATIO 
PATRICIA KATHERINE 
BUNT 
PENNSAU KEN, NEW 
J ERSEY 
ECON / BA 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
MORGAN ALEXANDER 
BRECKON 
GENEVA, SW ITZERLAN D 
POLITICS 
AL PH A PHI OMEGA 
JEFFERY ALAN 
BROWN 
FORK ED RIV ER. NEW 
JERSEY 
HISTORY 
AMY ESTHER 
CAPOTOSTA 
PENN INGTO N. NEW 
JERSEY 
APPLIED 
MATH/S PA NISH 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
If you've had a good time playing 
the game, you're a winner even if 
you lose. M. Forbes. 
ANNEMARIE CARR 
PHILADELPHIA. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
PSYCHOLOGY /CA 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
1 Oh what I want lo know • 
1ere does the time go'! Thanks 
um & Dad, friends, 204, I love 
u. 
CHRISTOPHER W. 
CHAPPELL 
SELI NSGROVE. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
POLITICS 
e best of all governments is 1ha1 
ich teaches us to govern our· 
ves · Goethe. 
MEGAN ELIZABETH 
CHIM EL 
PALMERTON, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
COMM ARTS 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
1ere's so much left 10 know and 
n on the road to find out I love 
u & thank you Mom & Dad. 
REBECCA CARREON 
LANSDALE, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
Each one should use whatever gift 
he has received 10 serve others .. . 
I Peter 4: I 0. 
ANN CLEARY CLARKE 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 
HPER 
PHI ALPHA PSI 
Atlltude 1s everything . .. because 
of you. Thanks Mom and Dad, B 
+ K, MISS YOU PALS, Friends. 
JENNI E LOU ISE CASE 
KENNETT SQUARE. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
COMM ARTS 
"All one·~ life is mu~ic if one 
touches the notes rightly and in 
time" Thanks Mom and Dad . 
MARK CATALDI 
HATBORO, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
DELTA PI SIGMA 
The Duryea gang 
SHANNON C LEARY 
DALLAS. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
I TER ATIONAL 
RELATIO NS 
RAYMOND R. 
CLIFFORD 
WOODBURY, NEW 
J ERSEY 
ECON/BUSINESS 
Two roads diverge in a wood, I 
took the one less traveled. ii ha~ 
made all lhc difference. 
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MICH AEL S. COHEN 
NEW YOR K, NEW YORK 
EN G U SH 
But coach everyone's a dude - Dr. 
Eck M & D & Dan Thx for your 
support, I love you. 
CARAM. CONSOLE 
VORH EES, NEW J ERS EY 
PSYC HOLOGY 
PHI ALPHA PS I 
DRI N K it ALL in B4 its DRY -
LET your SO U L and S PIRITS 
fly AS we SA IL into TH E mystic. 
ILY MRDPJLS M PA LS + 
ACE. 
~ 
·~ ..
.. , .. 
..... 
EMILY COLEHOWER 
DOY LESTOWN, 
PENNSYLVAN lA 
PSYC HOLOGY 
Hoping is nice, but prayer works! 
Dad, Mom, Rog, Deb, Ruth 
T ha nks for your love and support! 
S EAN MICHAEL 
CORIATY 
COLLI NGSWOOD, NEW 
J ERSEY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
Runner and Leslie 
:4 Seniors 
BRENN A. CONNOR 
DREXEL HI LL, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ENG LIS H/ PSYCHOLOG Y 
OMEGA CHI 
When I sleep tonight a dream will 
call & raise its head in majesty -
Hold the light! Yeah Duryea! 
MARIA G. COSTA 
READI NG, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
PSYCHOLOGY /ENGLISH 
"Life is what happens to us while 
we are making other plans." TLM 
T H AN KS M and D! 
DENNIS J. 
CUNNINGHAM, JR. 
TR ENTON, NEW J ERSEY 
BIOLOGY /ENG LIS H 
T here is nothing either good or 
bad, but thinking makes it so, 
Hamlet Vii 
ROBERT CONNOR 
DREXEL HrLL, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ENG LIS H 
S IGMA RHO LAMBDA 
I'd love to lie a nd dream, but 
there's no time to sleep for the 
man who always runs - Adios 
GREGORY P. 
CU CU LINO 
PHILADELPH£A, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
Ahh! Sweet mystery of life al last I 
found you!!! 
AMY LYNNE CURRAN 
VORH EES, NEW J ERS EY 
ECON/BUS INESS 
ADMI NISTRATrO N 
" Wherever you a re it is your own 
friends who make your world." 
T hanks Mom & Dad! I love you 
Tom! 
MICHAEL P. CYR 
ORTH A DOVER. 
MASSACHUSETTS 
ENGLIS H 
SIGMA TAU DELTA 
tanks Mom, Dad. Joyce, Gina. 
an & esp. Todd, Love You! 
mg Life GALA! 
( ARA ANNE DEZAGO 
TUXEDO, NEW YORK 
PSYCHOLOGY 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
1e winds of change arc here. 
'ln't give up don't have nny fear 
1anks M & D. F', Htd. 8. PIGS 
LEIGH TAYLOR 
DICKI NSO 
ALMYRA, "JEW JERSEY 
PSYC HOLOGY 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
.ife is not a race, but a Journey to 
savored each step of the way .. 
iank~ Mom, Dad, & Piglt' 
RICHA RD DAV IS 
RICHBORO, 
PENNSYLVA IA 
POLITICS 
DELTA Pl SIGMA 
DIANE DELGIORNO 
GLE OLDEN. 
PEN SYLVA IA 
CHEM ISTRY 
To my family who have supported 
me, I love you very much. 
DAVID C. DIETERLE 
NEWTOW , 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
POLITICS 
ALPH A PHI OMEGA 
·•t never let my studies interfere 
with my education." - Mark 
Twain 
Tau Sig Girls!! 
GLENN DEL S IGNO RE 
HADDON HEIGHTS. 
EW JERSEY 
PO LITICS 
DELTA Pl S IGMA 
Anything 1~ pOltsiblc, :ittack be te-
nacious. thanx Mom, Dad. DGED 
KADMMF P. I LOVE YOU 
ALL. 
DENISE BETH 
DOWNI E 
BROOKH AVE • 
PE SYLVAN IA 
PSYCHOLOG Y 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
When the worst fear comes true 
your greatei.t Mrcngth~ arc real-
i1..ed - I love you Dad forever. 
DAWN MA RIE 
DERANEY 
HOHOKUS, NEW J ERSEY 
ENGLISH 
TAU SIGMA GA MMA 
Don't take for granted the things 
in life closest to your heart I love 
you Mom & dad, Tau Sig, F' 
ANDREW BARNABY 
DRAPE R 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, 
VIRGINIA 
POLITICS 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
Don't go around saying the world 
owes U a living; the world owes U 
nothing, it was here first. 
25 Seniors 
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LYNN M. DUDA 
PH I LA DEl.. .. PH IA, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
FRENCH 
r 
PHJ ALPHA PSI 
Pleasure and action make the 
hours seem short WS Thanks 
Mom Steve Nan MIT I LY 
LAUR JKGAMJK. 
Plebe on the edge! 
DAW N MARI E 
ESTELLE 
TOMS RIVER, EW 
J ERSEY 
ECON/BA 
TAU S IGMA GAMMA 
What lies behind us & what lies 
before us are tiny matters com-
pared to what lies within us. 
KIMBERLY FEIL KE 
PHILADELPH IA, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PHI ALP HA PS I 
The background faded, the picture 
changed I turn the pg. People say -
Be determined. TY Mom & Dad. 
•Seniors 
MICHAEL J. EVANS 
LA SDALE, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
PHYSICS/ 
MATHEMATICS 
'' Praise and criticism are both 
frauds." Thanks to myself, Laura, 
aod the family. 
ANDREA NOEL 
FERRETTI 
MOORESTOWN, NEW 
JERSEY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PHI ALPH A PS I 
Do not take for granted those clos-
est to your heart. Thx for believing 
in me. ILY MOM DAD MA 
PALS 
PATRICIA R. EWING 
ALDAN, 
P ENNSYLVAN IA 
IR/S PAN ISH 
KAP PA DELTA KAP PA 
SCOTT F. FLANNERY 
POTTSV ILLE, 
P ENNSYLVANIA 
ECONOMlCS 
ALPHA P HI EPS ILO N 
It's not the size of the load that 
brings a man down, but the way he 
carries it. Thanx M & 0. 
KRISTINE M. ELLIOTT 
RIDGE.Fl ELD, 
CONNETICUT 
PSYCHOLOGY 
This isn't the end, not even the 
beginning of the end, But it may 
be the end of the beginning. 
KRISTIN M. 
FACCIOLI NI 
WEST MONT, NEW 
JERSEY 
HPER 
We cherish our friends not for 
their ability to amuse us but for 
ours to amuse them. IL Y M & D. 
DANIEL FLICKENGER 
POTTSTOWN, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
PH ILOSOPH Y / RELI GIO N 
DELT A MU S IGMA 
Most people would sooner die than 
think; in fact, they do - BR DTSCJ-
P L 1 NE BREEDS EXCEL-
LENCE. 
............ --------------------------~----------------------~~~~~~~~ ~~-----~~~--
ERIC WILLIAM 
FOELLMER 
CHEVY CllASE. 
MARYLA D 
COMM ARTS 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
feat is worse t ha 11 dca th be· 
JSC you have to live with defeat · 
ii. I-DEMAS. 
AMY LYN 
FREEDMA 
LA1 GHORNE. PA 
PSYCHO LOGY 
OMEGA Clll 
is for Cookie and that 's good 
ough for me · A tigger is a won-
rful thing! yea Duryea' 
TONI GARRITANO 
Kl'JGS PARK. '\JEW 
YORK 
ECONOMICS 
OMEGA CHI 
1anks, Mom and Dad 
JO C. FOGLE 
ALB URTIS. 
PEN SYLVA IA 
P YCllOLOGY 
DELTA Pl SIGMA 
Even a mosquito docs not get a 
slap on the back until he starts to 
work. 
JAM ES CHRISTOPHER 
FROELICH 
WYOMISSI G. 
PENNSYLVA IA 
ENG LISH 
The world in which a man lives 
shapes ihclf chicny by the way in 
which he looks at it. 
LESLIE C. GASKILL 
RICHBORO, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
COMM. ARTS 
OMEGA CHI 
Life I love you. All is groovy. 
Thanks Mom & Dad • I love you! 
lnvictus! Yea Duryea! RVH 
CHRIS A. FOUST 
WILLIAMSPORT. 
PE NSYLVA IA 
ECO / BA/ ACCOU Tl G 
When you make 11 to and you want 
to ~ t ay alive, don't lo~e your head. 
Thanks Mom. I love you. 
PAUL C. GAGNE 
FREEHOLD, NEW 
J ERSEY 
l:.NGLISH 
ALP ll A Clll S IGMA 
Be a good animal, true to your 
animal instincts.: DI IL Love you 
Mom, grandma. Uncle Bill 
JEAN MARY ROSE 
GAUDET 
SPRAY BEACH, NEW 
JERSEY 
llPER 
Great opportunities are often bril· 
lantly disguised as impossible situ· 
ations. Love you family & D. 
MICHAEL F. 
FREDERICK 111 
fA IRVIEW VILLAGE, 
PE SYLVANIA 
POLITICS 
Lire h a series of hellos · & good-
byes. I 'm afraid its time for good-
bye again. B. Joel 
MARY L. GARRETI 
OCEAN CITY, J 
COMM ARTS 
OMEGA CHI 
Never believe in mirrors or news-
papers · Thanks Mom, Dad, Li1, 
and Mags FOR 
EVERYTHING . 
H UG H E. GELSTON 111 
PllOENIX, MARYLAND 
HPER 
Success is where you are in rela· 
Lion LO where you could be. Thx 
FAMILY & FRIENDS M & D 
ILY GDI 
27 Seniors 
SOLANE LORRA Y GIBB 
MECHAN ICSBURG, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
POLITICS 
OMEGA CH I 
When God closes a door, some-
where he opens a window. Thanks, 
Mom and Dad. 
JOCELYN GNIRREP 
RI VERDALE, NEW 
JERSEY 
GERMAN 
Though we choose between reality 
a nd madness - It's either sadness 
or euphoria - Billy Joel 
~ Seniors 
U.C. by the Sea 1991 
BONNIE LYNN 
GILMOUR 
CHERRY HJ LL, NEW 
JERSEY 
ECONOMICS 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
Thank M & D for your love & 
support and Psly 2, 210, RAS for 
your friendship & the memories. 
ROBERT J.P. 
GONNELLA 
WALLI NG FORD, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ENGLISH/FRENCH 
AL PH A PHI OMEGA 
LAUREN S. GERBER 
CO LLEG EV1 LLE, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
FREDERICK R. 
GLADSTONE 
LAWRANCE, NEW 
JERSEY 
POLITICS 
BETA SIGM A LAMBDA 
LARA GOODING 
PERKIOMEN VILLE, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
OMEGA CHI 
We could be heroes just for one 
day Mom Dad L can't say enough 
Thx MMSHDMM Forever OCHI 
SEAN ALAN GLANCY 
BETHLEHEM, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PI NU EPS ILON 
" I can do all things in Him who 
strengthens me" C HOCR! Thx 
UC DRH + GSCIV LUV U 
MDGG T HX! 
LORI JANE GOSNEAR 
PHILADELPHI A, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ENGLISH 
TAU STGMA GAM MA 
Take time to smell the roses but 
move on when you sec more down 
the road. T hanks M D H T + 
PIGS. 
DAWN MARIE 
GRIFFIN 
KING OF PRUSSIA. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ENGLIS H 
1k the road less traveled by and 
has made all the difference. 
~ Mom and Joe. 
NNIFER Q. HARPEL 
LEBANU • 
PENNSYLVA IA 
HISTORY 
'AU SIGMA GAMMA 
e only way to have a friend •~ 
ea friend, yourself." Thx M & 
). R, C, BEAN, J . 
\.ITHEW J. HARRAR 
HATBORO. 
PEN'lSYLVANIA 
ECONOl\.11CS 
lGMA RHO LAMBDA 
STEVEN EDWARD 
GRUBB 
COATESVILLE, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
POLITICS 
I am a slow walker but I never 
walk back. A. Lincoln Love and 
thanks Mom, Dad, Lar. 
ELIZABETH ANNE 
HA USER 
PEND EL, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
SPANISH 
There • are • periods • when · to · 
dare • i\ • the • highest · wisdom · 
Wm Channing. 
SEAN T. H AGAN 
PHI LADELPHI A. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
POLITICS 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
Life is an alarm clock. a rude 
awakening at ob~ccnc hour. Thx 
God for snooic! Thanks 2 my 
Fam. 
Aloha Girls!! 
J ENNIFER LY 
BURL! GTON. 
JERSEY 
BIOLOGY 
H EAL 
EW 
I owe everything I am and are to 
him. • B Duncon Thanks Mom, 
Dad • I love you! 
AMY JANE HAMILTON 
WESTCHESTER, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ECONOM ICS 
PH I ALPH A PSI 
Everything I did in my life that 
was worthwhile, I caught hell for. 
ILY MOM. DAD, FAMILY, 
PALS. 
ELIZABETH JANE 
HEROD 
LI NCOLNSHTRE, 
ILLI NOIS 
SOCIOLOGY 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
How sad & bad & mad it was· but 
then, how it was sweet! Thanks 
Dad. Mike & Nana. Love Ya. 308. 
624. 
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RODNEY J. 
HESSING ER 
WHITEHALL, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
H ISTORY 
ZETA CHI 
Steal a little and they throw you in 
ja.il steal a lot and they make you a 
king. 
THOMAS GARY HOPE 
COLUMBUS, NEW 
JERSEY 
ECON OM ICS/BUS IN ESS 
The mind .. can make heaven of 
hell, a hell of heaven - J . Milton. 
Thx M / D for everything! 
KARIN KOLBE 
HOER RN ER 
ROSEMONT, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ENG LIS H 
TAU S IGMA GAMMA 
Don't be afraid of the dark for that 
is when stars shine their brightest, 
I Jove U Dad/640. 
ESTUKO HOTTA 
MEDFORD, N EW J ERSEY 
MATH EMA TlCS 
Slow down, you move too fast. 
You got to make the morning last. 
Matt Miller, everyone's sweetheart! 
~Seniors 
CHRISTI L. HOFFMAN 
WARMINISTER, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
C HEMISTRY 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
T hanks Mom, Dad, K & M for 
always loving me. TC, 210, & 600 
the best limes were with you. 
DEBORAH HULME 
MILFORD, CONNETICUT 
ENGLISH 
OMEGA CHI 
There are nowers everywhere for 
those who really want to see them -
H . Matisse. Yeah Duryea! BUH. 
DENNIS HOLZAPFEL 
TOMS RIVERS, NEW 
J ERSEY 
POLITICS 
ZETA C HI 
I made it! ( I hope). T hanks Mom 
and Dad. 
KARLA E. HUMMEL 
LANCASTER, 
PEN NSYLVAN IA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Don't go where the path leads. Go 
where there is no path and leave a 
trail. 
TARIO HUNSICKER 
SOUDERTON, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
MATHEMATICS 
ZETA CHl 
Experience is not what happens to 
you, it is what you do with what 
happens to you. Thx M / D. 
.. ------------------------------------··-
JILL JACKSON 
GLASSBORO. EW 
JERSEY 
EC BA 
KAPPA DELTA KA PPA 
lfy memories will last a long time; 
'IY friends will last a lifetime. 
·hanks Mom. Dad and Jim. 
TERRI JOHNSON 
RICH BORO, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ENG LISH 
KATHERINE JONES 
CLI NTON, NEW YORK 
ENGLISH/SPAN ISH 
OMEGA CHI 
"here's nothing I hale more than 
1othing." To my friends, mom. 
•ad and Susie - Thank You! 
MARGAR EITE MARIE 
JACQUELIN 
WARM INSTER. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ENGLISH 
Forgive me they were delicious so 
sweet - wow/ It's not easy geing 
green· KTF / l ove 2 Mom & Dad, 
C J & J/ D/ & P 
MICHAEL T. KANE 
Pll 1 LA DELPHIA, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
COMMUNICATION ARTS 
The harder you work, the harder it 
is to surrender. 
MICHAEL ALLAN 
JAMES 
AVALON, NEW JERSEY 
ECON/BUSINESS 
ADM I N ISTRATION 
The Kappa Delta Kappa Girls! 
KATHRY N L. KELLER 
WEST CH ESTER, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
MATH EMATICS 
When all csle fails, ask your 
friends . I would not have made it 
without you. Thanks everyone. 
KRISTIN ANNE 
JEN KINS 
NEW HARTFORD, NEW 
YORK 
GERMAN 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
A true friend walks in, when the 
rc~l of the world walks out. Thanks 
4 everything Mom/Dad. 
MARIA N E. KELLOGG 
LANSDA L E. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
COMMUN ICATlON A RTS 
I I old fast lo dreams, for if dreams 
die, life is a broken-winged bird 
that cannot fly. · L. Hughes 
Seniors 31 
Jim "The Fresh Fish" Ryan 
CLAIRE ELLEN 
KEPP LEY 
COLLEGEVILLE, 
PENNSYLVA NIA 
MATH EMATICS 
ALPH A SIGMA NU 
An obstacle is something you sec 
when you take your eyes off the 
goal! 
THOMAS M. KIRRANE, 
JR. 
SANDY HOOK, 
CONN ECTICUT 
CHEMISTRY 
Only a mediocre person is always 
at his best. Thanks M/ D, M, T, J 
& K for putting up with me! 
12 Seniors 
JOSEPH HARTLEY 
KERSHNER 
FI NKSBURG. 
MARYLAN D 
SPANISH/ENG LIS H 
Whatever breaks on our truths. let 
it break! Many a house hath yet to 
be built. - Nietzsche 
JAMES A. KITCHELL 
WHIPPANY, NEW 
J ERSEY 
COMM. ARTS 
Pl OMEGA DEL TA 
Life all comes down 10 a few mo-
ments . . . this is one of them. 
Thank you family. Love ya K LS. 
CHRISTOPHER S. 
KEOHAN E 
WA YNE, 
PENNSYLVA IA 
EC BA 
Never in your life have you never 
been touching so mething -
friends of the earth. 
CHRISTINA MARIA 
KETELS 
WILLI NG BORO, NEW 
J ERSEY 
HPER 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
Don't dwell on the way things 
were. but on the way you'd like 
them to be. Thnx Mom and Dad. 
MATTHEW STEVEN 
KITTS 
FOLCROFT, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ECON/ BUSINESS 
ADMIN TSTRATION 
ALP HA PHI EPSILON 
T ha nk yo u M om a nd Dad, 
109/ APES. 
STEPHANIE ANNE 
KIEFER 
HADDONFIELD, NEW 
J ERSEY 
HPER 
TAU SIGMA GA MMA 
Success lies not in being the best, 
but in doing your best. Mom, Dad 
& Kris: 143 Lak - luv ya! 
TODD CHARLES 
KLINEDINST 
HANOVER, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
EC BA 
ALPH A PH I EPSILON 
If I think I can, I can ... I think. 
Thanks Mom and Dad; I love you, 
Thanks Boyz. 
DARLENE MICHELLE 
KO ERNER 
CJNNAM I SO . NFW 
JERSEY 
PSYCHOLOGY /SP/\N ISI I 
othing is permanent except 
change. I love you Mom and Dad 
Jenny CJ Ant Shar Granma T 
Thx. 
ROBERT A. LA NE, JR. 
AUDUBO PARK. J 
ENG i ISll 
DELTA Pl SIGMA 
Learn to watch ~nails. Take lots of 
naps. Laugh a lot • Sark 1 hanh 
Mom. Dad & G · Mom\ · I love U 
ANDREW J. LESHER 
SPRl "lG I II ~ ! D. 
PE NSYLV/\ IA 
BIOLOGY 
DELTA Pl hPSILO 
The mo\t important six inche' of 
the human body i' between the 
cars. 
KEITH KRATZ 
TELFORD, 
PEN SYL VA IA 
ECO / BA 
love you Mom. Dad, Jul, and 
.Ion. I couldn' t have made it with-
out you. 
JAM ES PATRICK 
LA NG ELL 
SUMM ITT, EW JERSEY 
COMM ARTS 
ALPH A PHI OM EGA 
If I told you about a ll that went 
down it would burn off both of 
your curs • J . Garcia. 
CHARLES BRUCE 
KULLMA NN 
OREi.AN D, PA 
M/\ T ll EMA T ICS 
ALPll A Piii OMF(i/\ 
TH E universe IS so VAST und 
AGELllSS that ON E"!-.i life CAN 
only BF JUStified BY the MFA-
SURh of lllS ~acrifice. 
KATHLEEN P. 
LAWLESS 
HOWEL L. NEW .IFRSFY 
PSYCI 101.0GY 
TAU SIGMA G/\MM/\ 
There i~ no ~uch 1!1111g a~ "best" in 
a world of individual~ . Thx M/ D 
for making 11 p05\lble. 
RI CHARD MATTHEW 
LANDIS 
WILLIAMSPORT. 
PE SYLVA IA 
BIOLOGY 
/\LPllA PHl OM EGA 
The essence of life is in the strug· 
glc • some guy Thanks Mom & 
Dad. 
JISOO SUE LEE 
UPPER DA RBY. 
PE SYLVA IA 
CH EMISTRY 
The fear of the Lord is beginning 
of knowledge: but fools despise 
wisdom & instruction. 
l<' roggie, Lesher, Taldi, and Glen. 
Senior~ 33 
Phi Tau Dated Party 1991! 
ANGELICA LISCOMBE 
TOMS RIV ER, EW 
JERSEY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
OMEGA C H I 
I don't know where I'm going but 
it's got to be beuer than here - - -
Yeah Duryea!!! 
MARC JAY 
LOWENBERG 
SOUTHAMPTON , 
PENNSY LVA N IA 
POLITICS 
DELTA Pl S IGMA 
It's not the size of the dog in the 
fight. it's the size of fight in the 
dog, thanks, Mom! 
34 Seniors 
ANNE LOUISE 
LIVEZEY 
PHI LADELPHI A, 
PENNSYLVA N IA 
HPER 
Keep always one dream in the 
pocket (unfullilled). 
JEREMIAH MICHAEL 
LUONGO. 
ROC KLEDGE, 
PENNSY LVAN IA 
POUTlCS/ HISTOR Y 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
Do. Do. Do, Do, feeling groovy. 
Fial lives. Minnesota = #I = 
BFC. Thx M/ D; Goe, Goe: Gone. 
Hire Mc!!! 
JOHN LESZCZYNSKI 
CONS HOHOCKEN. 
PE SYLVA IA 
EC/ BA 
ALPH A PHI EPSILON 
2 B the man U have 2 beat the 
man I'm 40-0. Thanx 2 my family-
/friends . U Boyz arc tough 
109702. 
DONNA M. LORENZO 
DUMONT, NEW J ERSEY 
BIOLOGY 
One never notices what has been 
done; one can only see what re· 
mains to be done . . . -M. Curie. 
CHRISTOPHER 
MANGLE 
SOUTHAMPTON, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ECONOM ICS 
On you will hike and I know you'll 
hike far and face up to your prob-
lems whatever they are. 
WENDIE LEIGH 
LOUGHRAN 
FORT WASH l NGTO , 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
COMMUN ICATION ARTS 
PHI ALPHA PSI 
The liner things I feel in me, The 
golden dance life could be! Thx 
Family Friends Pals. 
MICHELLE C. MANN 
COLLEGEVILLE, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ECON/BA 
ZETA TAU A LPHA 
·IELISSA J. MARGOLIS 
PH I LA DELPH IA. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
ndings simply indicate the poten· 
al for new beginnings Thunks 
lorn and Dad I Love You! 
SHARON MARGAR ET 
MCCANN 
LAFAYETTE HILL. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ECONOMICS 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
ve been smiling lately thinking 
bout the good things to come. I 
>Ve you Mom/ Dad, 20 I. 
BRIAN MCGEORGE 
YARDLEY, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ECONOM ICS 
here is no security on this earth; 
1ere's only opportunity. Thanks 
1om and Dad 4 mine. 
\ 
ANJANETTE MASON 
HAG ERSTOWN, 
MARYLA D 
POLITICS/ FRENCH 
PHI AL PH A PSI 
We R faced w / great opportunities 
brilliantly disguised as impossible 
situations ILYMDPALS. 
SH ERI A.MCCLOSKEY 
BENSALEM. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
llPER 
You only live once· but if you live 
lire right, once is more than 
enough. I ove you M. 0 . K. 
J ENNIFER MARLENE 
MAUER 
ELLI COTT CITY, 
MARYLAND 
MATHEMAT ICS 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
The connict between sense ond 
soul is never ending Love ya Rob. 
Mom and Dad. 640. 201. 
MEGHAN JAN E 
MCCORM ICK 
BRIDGETON, NEW 
JERSEY 
ECONOMICS 
Pll I A LPll A PSI 
Happiness is not having what you 
want, but wanting what you have.· 
H. Schacrel, Thank\ All! 
JOSEPH E. MAZIKAS, 
JR. 
TOWSON. MARYLAND 
HISTORY / IR 
SARAH ELIZABETH 
MCDERMOTT 
PITTSBURGH, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
HISTORY 
PH I ALPH A PSI 
We came here as complete strang· 
ers and we leave the closest of 
friends ILY MOM F/ S PALS 
Boys who like Busch (Beer)!! 
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KIMBERLY ANNE 
MCGUCKIN 
HARLEYSVJLLE, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
BIO LOGY 
Every new day is a step on the way 
10 your star. Thanks mom, dad, 
family. and Dean! 
BRAD R. MEISTER 
BIRDSBORO, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
36 Seniors 
JOHN NEILL MCKENNA 
HUNT INGDON VALLEY, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
Comm Arts 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
"No man is a fai lure that has 
friends" - It's a wonderful life/ 
lha nks mom & dad . I love 
you/ 109. 
DOLLY MISHRA 
WOODSTOWN. NEW 
JERSEY 
BIOLOGY 
' Beauty is truth. truth beauty! 
Thal is all ye know on earth, and 
all ye need to know.' • Keats 
Dawn, Kris, and Pam!!! 
JENNIFER MCQUINN 
UNA DI LLA, NEW YORK 
ENGLISH 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Right here. Right now. There's no 
other place we'd rather be. IL Y 
mom, dad, family, pals & D. 
SABRINA LYN 
MOBLEY 
PH ILADELPH IA, 
PENNSYLV AN IA 
EN GUSH 
LAURA MING 
PH I LADELPH IA, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ECONOMICS 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Benetton crew: Thanks for all of 
our memories! Mom: dad. family. 
friends & JV this I's 4 U! 
J. BURKE MORRISON 
WILMlNGTON, 
DELAWARE 
POLITICS 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Life is the series of events that 
transpire between trips to the 
bathroom. Thanx mom/ dad. 
JOANN MOUKOULIS 
PHOE NIXV ILLE. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
Kappa Della Kappa 
Do not follow where a path leads 
rather, go where there is no path 
and leave a trail. 
ANDREW MUNRO 
LAKE HARMONY. 
PEN SYLVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
Pi Omega Della 
n times like these we need rm:n 
1round us who can ~cc clearly & 
peak the truth. J DM Dec 7 
THOMAS A. NELSON 
Ill 
GLADWY E. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
POLITICS 
Delta Pi Sigma 
ou better start ~w1mming or 
ou'll sink like a stone. Th:inks 
1om and dad 
BETH ANNE ORYL 
SOUDERTON, 
PE NSYLVA NIA 
APPLI ED MATH 
got by with a lot of help from my 
·iends. h wa5n'l ea~y. but we \Ure 
ad fun" 
DANIEL A. NICASTRO 
PHILADELPHIA, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
COMM ARTS 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
You need fear nothing as long as 
you arc aggressive and keep going. 
• l ombardr 
LAURIE ANNE PAINE 
REDMOND, 
WASHINGTON 
COMM ARTS 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
We'll i.m1le when we recall we had 
II all for JUSt a moment. Thanxs 
mom, dad, Jodi I LU Bri. 
ZX with Tavio a.k.a. John Travolta!! 
MICHA EL OLESKY 
AUDABON. 
PENNSYLVA NIA 
llP ER 
KRISTIE M. PALUMBO 
BROOMAI L. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
BIOLOGY 
By perscrvcrencc the \nail reached 
the ark - Thanks family. rricnd' · 
esp. MJD & 204 · II Y all 
JULIO A. OMANA 
BEDFORD, NEW YORK 
SPAN ISH/COMM ARTS 
"The open palm of desire wants 
everything: it wants everything" • 
Paul Simon. Thanx M PR EP. 
PAMELA RUTH 
PARKHURST 
CAPE MAY COURT 
HOUSE. NEW JERSEY 
ECONOMICS 
I took the one less traveled by, and 
that ha~ made all the difference. 
Than~' mom & dad • IL Y 
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MICHAEL A. PATANE 
WOODBU RY, NEW 
JERSEY 
CHEM ISTRY 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
Pressure, my friend, is what turns 
coal into diamond - MacGyver. 
Many thanx. 
DINA L. PLUSHA 
MEDFORD LAKES, N EW 
JERSEY 
BIOLOGY 
The great pleasure in life is doing 
what people say you cannot do. 
WB thanks mom/dad . 
KERRI ANNE 
PATTERSON 
H ATBORO, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
HPER 
Omega Chi 
Good things arc worth waiting for 
. .. right, mom'?!! 
ROBERT JAMES POH L 
II 
COLUMBIA, EW 
JERSEY 
SOCIOLOGY 
Be reasonable - do it my way. Thx 
for everything M & D Olga G & G 
- Ah fun & memories SC TG KK 
DK VM 
"Hence the nickname - LID'' 
18 Seniors 
JOHN L. PETKO 
DOYLESTOWN, 
PENNSYLVA IA 
HISTORY 
Alpha Phi Omega 
"All the world 's indeed a ~ tagc and 
we arc merely players, performers 
and portrayers" - P. 
DEANNA SUZANNE 
PRICKETT 
PLA INSBORO, NEW 
JERSEY 
ECBA 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
Thank you Lord for your friend-
ship and friends you've given me. 
Continue to lead me on! 
CHRISTOPHER JON 
PHI EL 
COL UM BIA, 
PENNSYLVA N IA 
BIOLOGY 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Without friends & family, succe~s­
es, differ little from failures. Mom. 
dad, Khalil - I love you. 
JOLENE MARCIA 
PROWSE 
CONCORD.N EW 
HAMPSHIRE 
COM M A RTS/SPA N ISH 
REGINA R. RADOCHA 
ALLENTOWN, 
PENNSYLVANI A 
HPER 
Mom - Thanks fo r my smile. I love 
you mom. dad, Rad. Dedo. Gram-
my, Poppy. Boop & 204. 
DAVID A. RAGON E 
CHERRY HI LL. NEW 
J ERSEY 
HP ER 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
edication. determinntion, desire 
id faith equal succcs~. Thanh 
om & dad. I love you! 
WYNIQUE REN EE 
REED 
KI NG OF PR USS IA. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ECBA 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
he world belongs to the enthu\i· 
t who keeps cool - W Mel-cc thx 
ILY mom, Billy, dad & Tom 
:EMMA ROMANIELLO 
KI NG OF PR USS IA, 
PENNSY LVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
Kappa Del La Kappa 
1e need not look back lor it i\ 
hat lies ahead 1hat mailer' 
JILL E.LAINE 
RAMSLAND 
BALDWIN, MARYLA D 
MATH EMATICS 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Come walk a while w/me. This 
road will only take us halfway the 
last steps I take alone. IL Y MD. 
WILLIAM THOMAS 
REEDY, III 
NEWTOWN SQUA RE. 
PEN SYLVA IA 
ECONOMICS 
Sigm:1 Rho Lambda 
I am a ~elf made man and I love 
my creator 1hanks mom & dad, 
l:PA Bf C 90-91 the Oat lives! 
KELLI A. ROONEY 
ll AMILTO N SQUARE, 
NEW J ERSEY 
BIOLOGY 
Kappa Della Kappa 
1 oday'.' opportunity is yesterday's 
dream nnd tomorrow's memory. 
l hank\ mom & dad IL Y! 
Senior I lallowccn party!!! 
HEATH ER DIAN E 
ROBERTS 
MT. LAU RFL. N.I 
ECBA 
Phi A lpha Psi 
Think about the time' to come. 
but keep the mcmorie' of what 
you've done. Thanh 11 Y M & I) 
& MO. 
MELISSA 
ROSENSHIEllL 
UPLAND. 
PENNS YLV AN IA 
PSYCllOLOG Y 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
You will do fooli\h thing' but do 
them with enthu'1a\m thx mom 
and family 11 Y A Y SS DW 
HECTOR RODRIGUEZ 
PHILADELPHI A. 
PE NSY LVA IA 
IR 
Beta Sigma Lambda 
I scnrth for my place by moon's 
light. I love you, mom. Peace. love. 
and high times at U.C. 
DAVID JEREMY RUTH 
LIM ERICK. 
PENNSYLVANI A 
COMM ARTS 
Life is too short to die. why not 
live forever'! (Redd. St. John. 
Chapter J) 
Senioro; 39 
J AMES RYAN 
NORWOOD, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ECONOM ICS 
Thanks for everything mom, dad 
and Mike. I love you. 
DENISE RAE SCHILDT 
READl NG. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
COMM ARTS 
Omega Chi 
All the miles of a hard road arc 
worth a moment of the happiness. 
Thanks mom & dad. 
ALISON K. 
SEDGE WICK 
PHI LADELPHIA, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
HPER 
Phi Alpha Psi 
The future is not far behind, faith 
is a wall I must climb. 
MDBCLKCC. 1 luv u with all my 
heart - Pa ls. 
ADAM N. SAGET 
HOLLAND, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
POLITICS 
To achieve what is expected is 
commendable. to go beyond is ~u­
perior. Thanks mom. 
ERIKA KRIST EN 
SCHWARZ 
BURLI GTON, EW 
JERSEY 
HISTORY 
"But screw your courage to the 
sticky - place, and we'll not fai l." 
Macbeth thx mom/ Bill/ V.C. 
BRENDAN LAURENCE 
GRANT S HARPE 
GERMANTOW N, 
TENNESSEE 
ECBA 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Friends arc what make college 
your bes t experience in life . 
Thanks mom and dad 1 love you. 
MELISSA SAMWORTH 
KING OF PR USSIA. 
PEN SY LVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
Live a balanced life - learn some 
and think some - Robert Fulgh-
ume thank you family 1 LY . 
MARK STEVEN 
SCHWARZ 
MONROE, 
CONNECTICUT 
HISTORY 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Live life on the culling edge. while 
still maintaining a balance. Thx 
mom & dad. 
HASSAN H. SHERIF 
COLLEGEV ILLE, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
POL IT I CS/BI 0 LOG Y 
Sincerest thanks and warmest love 
to mom. dad. Dahila Dina Rachel 
& friends for everything. 
JEA NINE M. SCHIANO 
DINGMAN'S FERRY. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ECBA 
To every end comes a new begin-
ning. 
MICHAELS. SCULLY 
BURLINGTON, NEW 
JERSEY 
BIOLOGY 
But in the long run - There's still 
time to change the road you're on. 
Thanks lo the family. 
ROSEMARIE S ILLS 
DOWNINGTOWN, 
PENNSYLVAN I A 
ECONOMICS 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
You are the wind beneath my 
wings. Thank you mom, dad & 
J im. To all my friends - I love you' 
MICHELE CAROL 
SIMONS 
SPRI GI I ELD. 
PE SYLVA IA 
ENG LISll 
iool for thi.: moon . If you miss 
1u'll still be on lop of lhe world. 
ix mom & dad I love u 
GINA SOLENS KY 
HA7ELTO ' . 
PE SYLVA IA 
BIOLOG Y 
Phi Alpha Psi 
ood friends ma kc 1 he memories 
onh remembering 
VICTOR J . STARR 
GU: "' M ILLS, 
PEr-.NSYLVAN IA 
COMM A RTS 
SU A ELIZABETH 
S LATER 
PERKIOME VILLE. 
PE SYLVA IA 
ECBA 
Alpha Sigma u 
l3c1 lcr by far you should fo rget 
and \mile than thal you should re-
member and be \ad 
J LIE SOMMER 
DE VILU :., EW JERSEY 
PSYCI IOLOGY 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Right here, right now there's no 
other place we'd rather be. IL Y 
mom. dad, Jc~. Pals & M . 
THOMAS GEOFFREY 
STEELE 
SOUDERTO , 
PENNSYLVA N IA 
C llEMISTRY 
Zeta Chi 
"Never let hope elude you, that is 
life\ grcate\l fumble " Thx mom. 
dad. M1chclle1 
J EFFREY BLAI E 
MITH 
LPVITTOW , 
PENNSYLVA IA 
E GLISI I 
Crea tion is lhc purpose of life -
cherish it. Change is the only con-
s1an1 • live with it. 
C HRISTOPHER J. 
STA NCHI A 
DOW I GTOWN, 
PEN SYLVAN IA 
ECBA 
Pi Omega Delta 
And truly it i~ a very natural thing 
to desire to acquire • iccolo Ma-
chiarelh. The Pnncc. 
NORMAN S. ST EWARD, 
JR. 
WOODSTOWN, NEW 
JERSEY 
C ll EMISTRY 
Delta Mu Sigma 
DAVID JOHN SOLDO 
Cll ERRY HILL. EW 
JERSEY 
POLITICS 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
It'' the 'miles that keep us going, 
don't you think'? Thanx mommy. 
IOU & love you, luv ya 109! 
Cl IRISTOPHER E. 
STANTON 
GULPH M ILLS, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
COMM ARTS 
M ICHAEL STEWART 
llADDONFlEL D. NEW 
JERSEY 
POLJTrCS 
Della Pi Epsilon 
Some people say I'm lucky, but the 
more I practice the luckier I get. 
Senior!I 41 
STEVEN D. STOBLER 
WARR! GTO , 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ECONOMICS 
WARREN STROUSE 
JEFFERSONVILLE, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ECBA 
BRIAN J . TOLEMO 
LEV ITTOWN, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
CHEM ISTRY 
There's nothing worth the wear of 
winning but laughter and the love 
of friends. Thanks all! 
~Seniors 
KAREN ELAINE 
STRICKLER 
HOLLA D. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Phi Alpha Psi 
The race isn't always won by the 
fast / strong but by the one who 
thinks he can pals lov u mom dad. 
01.EDRE DIANE 
STU BANAS 
MONT CLA RE, 
PENNSY LV AN IA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CHRISTOPHER ALAN 
TOR AK 
GILBERTSVILLE, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
POLITlCS 
Dum vivas, amas. Vita'st brevis & 
finemlcmpus mox repetet, peace, 
love, and thnx 2 God & all 
"The Wismer workers!!" 
ERIC TALLMAN 
WILLIAMSPO RT. 
PEN SYLVANIA 
COMM ARTS 
Alpha Phi Omega 
KIMBERLY A. 
TRAUGER 
TRAPPE, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ENG LIS H 
Trouble is the next best thing 10 
enjoyment - Longfellow. 
TERESA MARIE 
TAYLOR 
SOUT HAMPTON. PA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Phi Alpha Psi 
We laughed until we cried we 
loved until our last goodbyes MD 
& family I owe it lo you never 4get 
pals 4ever. 
ST AMA TIS 
TSAMOUTALIOIS 
BETH LEHEM. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
Experience is life's greatest knowl-
edge. I thank & love you mom. 
dad. l":PA. The fiat lives! 
JEFFREY W. TURNER 
PHOE IXVILL E. 
PEN SYLVANIA 
COMM ARTS 
hanks a 101 mom. dad. Michele, 
1d friends for a great four years! 
PA UL J. WAGNER 
WARRINGTO . 
PEN SYI VA IA 
BIOLOGY 
Delta Pi Sigma 
oah did no1 wait for ht\ ship to 
>me in - he built one. 
ANTOINF:lTE 
VINCENE WENGER 
TELFORD, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
COM M ARTS 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
haracter con\l\t\ of what you do 
n the 3rd & 4th trtC\ Thx \.1 / D. 
-iend\ ur the beM WGSB 
ERIC LA WR ENCE 
VELTE 
FA IRl·AX. VIRG I IA 
II I STORY 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
And though I've reached a sign-
post it~ really not the end P the 
Oat ltvc, why no 10 logs? 
DAW MICHELLE 
WAR NER 
NEWARK. DELAWARE 
llPER 
Believe ... and a ll 1hings are possi-
ble! Thanh mom I love you! 
KENT E. WENGER 
QUARRYVILLE. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ECONOM ICS 
Pi Omega Delta 
AUDREY WADE 
FORT WASll I GTO • 
PE NSYLVA IA 
POLITICS/1 llSTORY 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Time is a river rolling nowhere live 
while we can and we'll drink our 
cup of laughter LYMDF. 
AMY SUE WARO 
Cl AMI SO . 
JERSEY 
BIOLOGY 
LISA MARIE 
WENTZEL 
WARMINSTER. 
KOR 
EW 
PENNSY LVA N IA 
COM M ARTS 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Lo~e your dre:im~ and you will lose 
your rn1nd1 Bill, I luv you thx 
mom. dad. Kim & Mike Go K DK 
KRISTEN L. WAG NER 
QUARRYVILLE. 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
HP ER 
Give me feet that will go where 
you arc leading. Make me ready 
Lord . I love you mom & dad. 
JENNIFER LYNN 
WEAVER 
REA DING, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
ENG LISH 
J ENNIFER ANNE 
WERZINSKY 
AS HLAND, 
PENNSYLVANIA 
BIOLOGY 
Tau Sigma Gamma 
I urn made from the dust of ~tars 
& the oceans no"' in my vein~ thx 
M D Y for the ~tars LU. 
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KRISTIN LEICH 
WHITE 
TOLLAND, 
CON ECTICUT 
ENGLISH 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
"Way good looking chumpies . . except for . . . " 
To see God in everything makes 
life the greatest adventure of all . 
Love you mom, dad, Andy. 
JAMES C. WIDMAIER, 
JR. 
WOODBI NE, MARYLAND 
BIOLOGY 
Pi Omega Delta 
Give to the world the best u have 
& the best will come back lO you -
I love you mom dad Rodi. 
DAVID WILSON 
VJNCENTOW N, NEW 
JERSEY 
BIOLOGY 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
I don't want lo process anything 
sold. bought or processed. Wealth 
- 3 rulers! Thx mom & dad. 
4 Seniors 
MARK SPAFFORD 
WILHELMS 
PINE BEACH, NEW 
J ERSEY 
POLITICS 
PAMELA J. WILSON 
BERLIN, NEW JERSEY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Be strong and or good courage, for 
the Lord your God is with you 
wherever you go. Joshua I :9. 
KRISTA WILK 
PHOENIXV ILLE, 
PENNSY LVAN IA 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Moving forward thru some ruture 
grey a rea, not waiting for it to lift 
& clear by itself - TY. 
ROBERT B. 
WOODRUFF 
WEST CHESTER, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
POLITICS 
On the palh that leads to nowhere, 
I have sometimes found my soul. 
KATHRYN A. 
WILLER ER 
PHILLIPSBURG, NEW 
JERSEY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
''Laughter can soften the blows" 
Thanks mom and dad. 
ANDREW JUDD 
WOYTEK 
ALLENTOWN, 
PENNSYLVA N IA 
ENGLISH 
" Is il over now ... pick up the 
pieces and go home" - $. Nicks. 
Thnx mom/ dad/ Nana/ Judy/ 
'mers! 
MARK JAMES 
WUENSCll EL 
PH I LA DELPlllA, 
PE NSYLVAN IA 
BIOLOGY 
Pi Omega Delta 
ever look a gift beer in the label 
. chicken. 
CHARLES YO UNG 
HAVERTOWN. 
PE NSYLVA IA 
COMM ARTS 
Alpha Ph i Epsilon 
:veryonc ha vc fun tonight. ever· 
me wang chung tonight. The bor 
nd 109. 
GEORG ES. 
YACOUBIAN 
BROOMALL, 
PEN SYLVA IA 
POLITICS 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
The glory of grea t men should al-
way~ be measured by the means 
they have used to acquire it. 
LAURA LOUISE ZOBEL 
CllATHAM,NEW 
JERSEY 
POLITICS 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
The highest reward for man's toi l 
1~ not what he gets by it but what 
he become~ by it. Thx M/D. 
ROBERT W. YETMA N, 
JR. 
COLLEGFV ILLE, 
PENNSYLVAN IA 
ECONOM ICS 
MICHELE YOST 
WEST N ORRITON, 
PE NSYLVAN IA 
E GLISH 
The beginning of many begin· 
nings. Thanks mom and dad. 
"The G-man all fired up ... !!" 
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Jenior €andids 
46 Seniors 
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48 Seniors 
-•A •t 
AQ~"AQ~ 
Bll "'D QQ 
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so Seniors 
Seniors SI 

Faculty 
Rdministration 
Richard P. Richter - President 
William E. Akin - Dean of the College John Pilgrim - Vice President for Finance and Planning 
54 
J. Houghton Kane - Dean of Student Life/ Politics Annette Lucas - Assistant Dean of the College 
Joseph 1'.ace Peter Small 
Dean of Continuing Educauon Assistant Dean/ Biolog) 
Richard Whatle} 
Ai.sociate Dean of Student Life/ Athlettc!> 
CORSON HALL 
~~RKING FOR VISITORS · 
TO ADMISSIONS 
t..~o OTHER OFFICES 
Rdministratiut §taf f Rnd 
faculty 
Office of Continuing Education: ( L lo R) Sharon Meyers, J an Lange, Joseph 
Nace, Michelle Quinlin , Kim Lacey, Ruth Sprague 
Academic Dean's Office: (Front to Back) Willi 
Akin, Cheryl Wager, Auda May Johnson, Anne 
Lucas. 
Financial Aid Office: ( L to R) Pat Keebler, Mary Frances Waite, Ann 
Milligan, Suzanne Sparrow. 
S tudio Cottage: ( L to R) Kathy Grentzenberg, Pat Mancuso, Sc 
Landis, Linda Korenkiewicz, Carla Rinde. 
Developmental Office/College Communications 
(Front Row) Ken Schaefer, Hudson Scattergood· 
Vice President for College Relations, John Walker 
( Back Row) Steve Heacock, Jill Sherman, Cind; 
Peters, Sally Widman, Blanche Allen, Mary Eller 
DeWane, Pat Benes. 
.emic Dean's Office· (f-ront Row) William Akin. Annelle Lucas. Joseph Nace. 
~ Row) Barbara Bori~. Jan Lange. 
e of Residence Life ( I to R) Richard Whately. Todd McKinne}, Linda 
z.. Stephanie :vt cNuh}. 
Berman Mul.eum: Jane McLaughJin, Nancy Fago, 
I i ... a Trempar-Barncs. 
Adnw.~ions Office: (Front Row) Lynn Baumeister, 
Paul Cramer (Back Row) Barbara Mulroy, Mar-
garet Kall , Sandra Pinter, Jean Rodenberger. 
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Paul Bashus 
Physics 
Barry Bowers 
Economics 
Roger Coleman 
Mathematics 
Nicholas Berry 
Politics 
Anthony Branker 
Music 
Vincent Coll 
Mathematics 
Albert Curtis Allen 
Biology 
Barbara Boris 
Registrar's Office 
Douglas Cameron 
Modern Languages 
Paul Cramer 
Asst. Director of Admissions 
... 
• 
Marc Applebaum 
Coordinator of Student 
Activities 
Laura Borsdorf 
HPER 
Catherine Chambliss 
Psychology 
Jeanine Czubaroff 
Communication Ans 
Robert Da"lcy 
Biology 
Ker11 Durgin 
Admissions Coun!>clor 
Juan Espada., 
\.1odcrn Language\ 
Gerard Fit7pa trick 
Pol11ics 
James DeCatur 
English 
Shirle} Eaton 
"1odern Languages 
George Fago 
Psycholog} 
Jenneen Flamer 
A-.-.t Director of Admissions 
Richard Difcliciantonio 
Director of Admis.,ions 
Andre" Economopoulo<; 
Economics 
I 
( 
Cathy f·crnell 
Librarian 
Carol Dole 
English 
Eileen England 
Psychology 
Mary Fields 
Biolog} 
• 
John French 
Music 
Pat Gross 
Education 
Jeffrey H ughes 
Biology 
Judith Frye 
Reference Librarian 
Collette Hall 
Modem Languages 
Peter Jessup 
Mathematics/Computer Science 
Steve Gilbert 
HPER 
Keith Hardman 
Philosophy 
Marga ret Katz 
Associate Director of 
Admissions 
Susan Koester 
Coordinator of Wismer Center 
Steve Goetz 
Philosophy 
Joyce Henry 
English/ Communication Ai 
Jeanne Kerl 
History 
M. Scott Landis 
Campus Minister 
Bernard Lent1 
Economics 
Deborah Malone 
Reference Librarian 
Lucia Murphy 
Economics 
Jeffrey Neslcn 
Mathematics 
Joyce Lionarons 
English 
David Mill 
Reference Librarian 
Regina Oboler 
Anthropology/ Sociology 
Frances Novack 
Modern Languages 
Ja} Kenneth Miller 
Communication Ans 
Heather 0' eill 
Economics 
Constance Warren Poley 
ll PER 
Elizabeth Moore 
Politics 
Douglas Nagy 
Physics 
""" """ NC 
ASPS Ar 
Mn Fe Co No Cu Zn Ge As Se Kr 
Tc Ru Rh Pd A9Cd In~ -., Te I ), 
Re Os Ir Pt Au r· P:: .Po At R 
NdPmSm::•• GdTb D~ Ho"° b Lu 
Andrew Price 
Chemistry 
>Lr 
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Jahangier Saleh 
Economics 
Keith Strunk 
Communication Arts 
Patricia Schroeder 
English 
Martha Takats 
Physics 
Kenneth Richardson 
Psychology 
Jean Rodenberger 
Admissions Counselor 
Jane Sbinebouse 
Biology 
Alvaro Tarrago 
Modern Languages 
Bruce Rideout 
Psychology 
John Ronning 
Physics 
Matthew Slagter 
Classics 
Lynn Thelen 
Modern Languages 
Donna Van Dusen 
Communication Arts 
Feibai Wang 
ing Professor from China 
Daniel Vitaglione 
Modern Languages 
John Wickersham 
Classics 
Jon Volkmer 
English 
Mary Frances Waite 
Director of Financial Aid 
.. 
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Politics Department: (L to R) G. Fit1patrick. E. ~oore. . Berry Politics Department: (L to R) P. Stern. S. Hood. 
Biology Department: (Front Row) C. Allen . .I . Shinchouse. R . Dawley. E. Dawley. (Back 
Row) J . Hughes, J . Sidie, F. Heidel, P. Small, M. Fields. 
Mathematics Department: (Front 
Row) J . Shuck, V. Coll, P. Jessup. 
W. Rosenthal. (Back Row) R. 
Coleman, J . Neslen. 
rn Languages Department: (ht Row) J . Espadas. L. Thelen, B. Luucher. (2nd 
A. Lucas, C. Hall. . Roja~. F. ovack. D. Cameron. (3rd Row) A. Tarrago, S . 
. D. Vitaglione. 
Psychology Department : ( Front Row) C. Chambliss. 
E. England. ( Back Row) G. Fago, B. Rideout. 
NOT PICTURED 
Jane Agostinelli 
Richard Bockenkamp 
Robin Clouser 
Hiroshi Dezawa 
Ross Doughty 
Thomas Gallagher 
C. Da llell Hemphill 
Richard King 
Deborah Ma lone 
Dominic O'Brien 
Beverly Oehlert 
Theodore Xa ras 
>mies Department: {1st Row) II . O 'Neill. (2nd Row) B. Lentz, J . Saleh, C. Harris, S . 
L. Murphy, B. Bowers. (3rd Row) A. Economopoulos 
English Depa rtment: (L to R) J . Volkmer. 
J. Lionarons, P. Schroeder, J. Wicker-
sham, C. Dole, P. Pcrreten, M. Kelley, L. 
DeCatur 
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68 Greeks 
Rlpha Jigma Du 
Founded: 1929 
Colors: Cherry and S ilver 
Mascot: Sigmund, the Bear 
This year Alpha Sigma u under-
went many changes but they reorga-
nized and participated in many activi-
ties. In the fall Sig Nu had a haunted 
house at Trinity Church and their 
pledges won a banner in the blood 
drive contest. In lhc Spring. Sig Nu 
entered Airband and won first place 
with 'The Homecoming Queen's Got 
a Gun." 
bers: Claire Keppley. Jacquie Ager. Jen orris. Megumi Uchiyama. Laura 7obcl. Mindy 
j1, Carolyn Cooper. Sheila hiix. Maureen I l ci~inger. Janet Kin11. KirMen Becker. Dcn1'c 
le), Victoria Mitchell. \1cgan oyci.. Kimberl} Schaninger. Ming-Ming li uang 
President: Maureen Heisinger 
l.r.C Representalive: Janel Kint:I' 
Recording Secretary: Carol) n Cooper 
Treasurer: Mind} Brandl 
Social Chairper:>on: J anet Kinlz 
Alumni Secretary: Laura Zobel 
Service Chairpcr:.on: Maureen Heisinger 
I listorian: Sheila Faix 
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70 Greeks 
Kappa !lclta Kappa 
Founded: 1938 
Colors: Green and Gold 
Mascot: The Cat 
The goals set by the founding sisters of 
Kappa Della Kappa have been achieved 
and maintained. T he Sorori ty embodies 
unity and respec t for one and all. The 
symbols of K~K, the rose, the dove, and 
the sca les stand for beauty, purity and 
justice. The colors are green and gold to 
represent friendship and truth . Kappa 
Delta Kappa holds vari ous activities 
th roughout the year including mixers, 
sister parties, act iv ities for the campus, 
and the fruit basket drive al the end of 
each semester. 
KoK Seniors! 
r1cmbers: Lisa Atkinson. Patti Bunt. Deb But1bach. Debbie Collingc. Nancy Costello. Kelly 
· rower:.. Dcni~c Downie. Brenda Drcyling. Amparo Espadas, Patti Ewing. Pall! l·ebo. I leather 
iroom. Li1 I lerod. Kathy 1 loffman. Chri-.tina Kctcll>. Lisa Luck. Christin McCullough. Monica 
~ orrii., Kate Phillip•,, Terc-.,1 Prop;HO. I leather Reed. Jamie Roseman. Abby Rthcnbaum . 
. ouisa Schlee. Linda S1v. h1ca Starr. lllcn Sylves ter. Jena Wca\·cr. Lisa \Ven11cll . Kmtin 
' ' hite 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
,J 
President: Nicole Alu 
Vice Prcsidcnl: Rodi Sills 
Treasurer: Jill Jackson 
Recording Secretary: Bonnie Gilmour 
Corrc-.ponding Secretary: Krystyna Kiwak 
Alumni Secretary· Kelli Rooney 
Social Chairpersons: Christi Hoff man. Peg-
gy Gavin 
Part ) Chairpersons: Joann ~1oukoulii.. Ann 
Sharke} 
Sargeant at Arms: \4elissa \1argolis 
( hapla1n: l· m1I} Coleho,,er 
I I 1\torian: Kri-.tin Jenkins 
Plcdgem1.,1rcv .. cs: Amy Capotosta. Gemma 
Romaniello 
Songmistrcs'>: Arny Fleming 
ISC Representative: Lori Fiuon 
Scrvic1.: Chairp1.:rson: Monica Ardura 
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40mtga €hi 
Founded: 1936 
Colors: Red and White 
Mascot: Owls 
Omega Chi was founded in 1936 as 
a result of a group of girls with the 
same goals of sisterhood. Omega 
stands for respectfulness and C hi 
stands for courage. These girls chose 
the colors cherry and white and the 
owl lo represent thei r sorority. Omega 
Chi has continued on with these tradi-
tions and established new ones. This 
year we have participated in mixers, 
dinner dances, a wha le adoption, a 
blood drive, and other various charity 
and social events. 
----
l>ers: Lara Gooding, l)eb I lulme. I e'>lie Ga.,kill. Stacey Boegly. Senta Bamberger. /\l)!>'>:t 
JuJu Allen. father Rang, Am) Barrell. Therc-.a Carbine. Maria Carr. !leather (olvin. 
)n Cristofalo. Olimpia M I anna. I on Gallello. Sue Im. Sherrod J one'>. Gacia I a1our. 
na Manes. Melody Pe.ir\on, i... 1mbcrl) Rou,,in. Leigh Woolston. Heather Mallet 
Don't we look prelly? 
Presiden t: Katie J ones 
Vice President : Brenn Connor 
T rca:.u rer: Laurie A very 
ISC Representative: Kerri Patterson 
Social Chairpersons: Kirstin Border, Denise 
Schildt 
Corrc,ponding Secretaries: Am) Freeman. 
I .auren "'1ed1ca. Am} Bollenbacher 
Recording Secretary: Angie Liscombe 
Pledgem1'>tre.,ses: Mary Garrell. Dana Pugliese 
111.,tonan Kell} Savage 
Chaplin/ Parliamentarian: Dana Pugliese 
f-undrn1sers. Lauren Medica. Stephanie Hicks. 
Amy Bollenbachcr 
Keeper or the Keg: Mary Garrell, Toni Gari-
tano. J en O'Conne r, Charlene Bruno 
Keeper:. of the T unes: J en Borovicka. J odi 
Fosbcnner 
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Founded: 1907 
Colors: Blue and Gold 
Mascot: The Lion 
Virginia A lbright came to Ursinus in 
1907, and along with two friends orga-
ni1ed the first sorority on campus. The 
colors blue and gold were chosen to rep-
resent Supremacy. The white rose is the 
sorority's flower . The Greek motto stood 
for tru th, friendship, and sisterhood. 
From 191 3 to 1929, Phi Psi disbanded. In 
1929 Phi Alpha Lamda was organized. 
The world PALS was derived from the 
name of the sorority, and it stands for 
Personality, Ambition, Loya lty, and 
Scholarship. In 1950 Phi Alpha Lamda 
combined with Phi Psi to form Phi Alpha 
Psi. The ideals of the sorority were the 
same. Since that time, the sisters of<f>Aw 
have continued to keep the original goals 
set back in 1907. 
Phi Psi sisters before a rush party! 
1crs: Lynn Duda. Wendie I oughran . .lcn111fcr McQu1nn. L<iura Ming. Jill Ra mi.land. I crcsa 
•.Audre) Wadi:. Andrc.i Brana,. l\ 1mbcrl) Ctlabrc-..c. Stephanie Kromer. l· l11abc1h Mc Don-
fcgan \ifcndte. Rthc.1nnc \f o,cr. I 00\a l gorc11. I lope Arroliga. Robi n Baker. lcnn1fcr 
L)nn Cunnane. Shannon Da\1-... I .1ur.1 l>c\hn. Jennifer Dorr. Man)a du ll otfm.1n. ( hn,11c 
le. Bobbie Anne I l .1)-..e. !\ ell) I lcndcr,on. Sue LI\\, \.fcgan l ove. Jo~ O"Grad). Janene P ;11,1 . 
le Ra\' Is. Jcnn1kr Simmon' 
President: Alison Sedgwick 
Vice President: An.Janette Mason 
1 rea-.urcr: I leather Roberts 
ISC Representative: Karen Strickler 
Recording Secretary: Claire Erne 
(orrc'>f)onding Secretaries: Cleary 
( larke. Km.la Wilk 
Pledgcmistrc-.ses: Andrea Ferretti. Julie 
Sommer 
Social Cha1rrersons: BeLh Buckenmyer. 
t--. m1in Link 
Part) Chairpersons: Sarah McDermou. 
Jenn1f er Schefner 
I undr<11'>er-.: Stacey Gold. Denise Morel/ 
ll istorian::. : Kim Fcilke. Gretchen 
McMurray. Kris Ullrich 
Service Chairperson: Gina Solensky 
Chaplain: ·1 eri Urban 
Keeper of the Tunes: Sarah Starr 
Sentinels: Cara Console. Amy Hamilton 
Advisor: Barbara Boris 
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lau Jligma Gamma 
Founded: 1929 
Colors: Green and White 
Mascot: The Pig 
The Sisters of Tau Sigma Gamma 
have shared lots of good times during 
their stay at Ursinus. The fact that Ole-
vian has been on double secret probation 
for most of the year. and that Olevian's 
inhabitants have often been referred to as 
"those gi rls" shows j ust how much fun 
we've had. There are many things we will 
remember when we look b~ck on our 
Lime at Ursinus. Some of these things are 
the Trappe, the Beast, funnels, cocktai ls 
with ZX, and Steamers. Tau Sig sisters 
will also always believe in Sisterhood. 
Friendship. and Unity. 
/ 
J 
1ers: Traci Barney, J ennifer Bell, Leslie Bonham, Anne Ma rie Carr. Megan Chmiel, 
Deraney. Kara DcZago, Leigh Dickinson, Dawn Estelle. Lori Gosnear, Jennife r Har· 
arin Hoerrner, Stephanie Kiefer, Kathleen Lawless. J ennifer Mauer, Sharon McCann, 
a Prickett. Wynique Recd. Melissa Ro!>enstiehl. Antoinette Wenger, Jennifer Wer-
~ Jennifer Angelo, Aud ra Boettcher. Kim Co tino, Terri Kauzlarich. Betsy Laskowi.ki. 
a Otto. Maria Rojas. Shannon avidge, Li!>a Straw. Jennifer Taylor. Tara Walton. 
Williams, Am} Yeakel. Stace) / cller. C}nthia Babcock. Kim Bro""· adinc Bru 
Melissa Ch1do. J ohe Chylad.. Amy Colbtra, Erika Compton. Heidi Fenstermacher. 
ne Flemming, Melanie Glick. Barb Lampe. Michele Pollack. Kara Ra igucl. Halyna 
Ids, Rachel Sargent, S tephanie Sarno!>ki. Alexis Smith, Kara Smith. S usan S teele, 
i Talese. Krissy Teufel 
President: Kara DeZago 
Vice President: Deanna Prickett 
Secretary: Missy Otto/ Dawn Deraney 
Treasurer: Dawn Estelle 
Chaplai n: Betsy Laskowski 
ISC Representative: Megan Chmiel 
Corresponding Secretaries: Terri Kauz-
larich, Tara Walton 
Rush Chairpeople: Maria Rojas. Dielle 
Williams. Lisa Straw 
Historian: Shannon Savidge 
Socia l Chairpeople: Leslie Bonha m. 
Sharon McCann 
Beer Commissioner!i: Leigh Dickinson, 
Jenn if er Bell 
Fundraisers: Anne Marie Carr, Lori 
Gosncar 
Community Service Representati ves: 
Wynique Recd. Kathy Lawless 
Plcdgemistresses: Traci Barney, Melissa 
Rosenstiehl 
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Above· Ph ' T • t a T u radi tion 
Above· Tl . ic guys in APO . JUSL hangin' out! 
Above· D . ave must b e an exciting date 
Above· K· . . a lle and Lcsl· . • 1c takin g a study break! 
78 Greeks 
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Above: The A PO Dinner Dance blew-just ask these girls! 
PALS, PAI S. PA I}) we will always be. 
Greeks 79 
Partying the Tau Sig way! IL must be time for finals again! 
Friends Forever 
80 Greeks 
... 
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Rlpha l?hi lpsilon 
Infamous APE's Members: Al J\nloncllo, Ken 
Baker, Brent Baldasare. Tony Barber, Gene 
Barnes, Chris Beiler, Lou Brunelli . Thom Ches-
ler. Chri Chipman, Jack Clark, Dan Clipner. 
Jim Convey, T .J. Coyle. Joe Doyle, John Dun-
chick, Scott Flannery, Eric Gray. Paul Gunther, 
Eric Hemberger, Bryon Heron, Doug Hovey, 
Jeff Kazio, Mall Kennedy, Mall Kills, Todd 
K linedinsl. T odd K leinfelter. K ev in K opp, 
George Kostas. Scott Kusanl. John Leslcynski. 
Greg Loftus, Tom M astrangelo. eil McKenna, 
Scan Mitchell , Dan Mullin. T im Mulvihill , Jay 
Meyers, Dan ieastro. Reid Nichols, Todd 
Odgers, Frank Pcttolina, Dave Ragone, Scott 
Sallach, Brian Schmidt, Bill Sedgwick, Dave 
Soldo, Brian Spence. Bill Strumcl, Chris Taylor, 
Barrel T yson. George Yacoubian, Charl es 
Young, Mike Young, Dennis W ilson, Myles 
I lannigan 
82 Greeks 
REIMERT 
Prc,1dcnt: Charle!. Young 
\ 1cc- Prc!.1dcnt: Tony Barber 
1 rca),urcr: Matt Kitts 
Sccrctar) : Dennis Wilson 
Social Chairman: Todd Odgen. 
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Nlpha ~hi irlmtga 
' ' l~od, & ( ;o ( ;\'I So11u:." " B1111' in lhe Sk)." 
" 1)011'1 111111. t• lllt' 01u:11 n rn 11 of" hoo1• n"." 
" BOO\\\\ !" "S \ \IH!" "Sh11h11• ni i.:i.:t•r:· 
"A lu cln Hini.: Hn11i.: H i 11 i.: cla Ui11i.: l>:111i.::1 
l>i11 i.:11 l>ill j.!ll ... 
"( ,01111 l.;i,, fm cln lrut!" " P111I 11 ha'l' 011 cla 
hoclcl11111!" " \ n hear 11H"'! ••• I hl·nr yn!" 
" Thi ' niu ' t 11 h•nni' mukh!'' "Suvt' it , 
'l'ool~ lwcl." 
" Smdl thar! Thul'" NA PALM , <1 1111!" 
" I n111 l•'FF!" 
Member<.;: Pete Stal. Keilh Mandia. Matt Ste-
phen'>. Jo\h Caner, Eric Tallman. Brian Havrilla. 
Jay Jack.,on. J im Donohue. Craig Faucher, Matt 
Corde\. Marc Peterman. Jeff Weiss. Carl Bran-
dreth. Mark Pow1aniuk, Dan Menchey. Chas Kull-
man. Mike I cvengond. Dave Dieterle. Mall Lan-
dis. Todd McGowan, Gu ... lngraldi, John Petko. 
Bob Gonnella. Tim Creech. Adam Doxtador, Ed 
Markowski. Dhceraj Taranath, Blu Matsell. Shawn 
I !olden. Jul>tin Snyder, Andrew Helfer, Will 
Beckey, Jim Stinchon, Brad Bower 
Prc:-.1dcnt : Barnab) Draper 
Vice Prc ... idcnt· Paul \1adson 
Sccretar) : Tom Ba) runs 
Trea ... urcr: Anthon) Angelucci 
II C Reprc ... entati\•e: Jim Langell 
Plcdgcmastcrl>: Ryan Jacoby 
Alex Breckon 
I li-;torian: Marc Schwar1 
Service Chairman: Hank Komansky 
Al umni Secretary: Jesse Searfoss 
Social Chairman: Pete Staz 
Frat .l ock: Blair Zartman 
Greek~ 85 
1Bda .§igma lambda 
66 years of Brotherhood, Sincerity, and Loya lty. (1926-1992) 
Familiar Quotes: "AM: PM", "Clueless," "YO U'RE TH E 
BA BY!" "She'll be 17 next week!'' "A rgh, here comes the 
ugly pirate," " Knights of Columbus," " Hey Pappy we go lift 
now?" " Psycho Killer," "Come ere, come ere, come ere," 
"Smooth operator," "Tom it's just a game," "Yo ... my hat," 
"Crazy Horse!" " Where's Pookie," "Carefree Pledge line," 
" I thought that was the bathroom," " Bio oh Bio," "Hee Hee 
Hee," "Pantalo,-ies con queso," "Stay on target," " It's casu-
al," "IS IT DAN, IS IT!!" "Oh well," "Strap it up," "get a 
set," " DUDE!" 
86 Greeks 
\1embers: Jim Cro"dcr. Scoll T rta'>ka, 
Dan Greene. Paul Coppola. I red Glad-
stone. Tom Bo!>hcll. Jcb \ 1agruder. Aar-
on Burgstein. coll Vida. Bri:1n B:ildia, 
Steve deCeli::.. ick L· drao.., 
President: I lector Rodriguez 
Vice President: George Kem 
Trea .... urcr: Nick Baccino 
Seargent at J\rm'i: Jerr) Licoata 
Ru ... h Chairman: Craig Tibaldi 
Recording Sccrel<tr) : Pubcrt Service 
Plcdgema-.ter-.: Don Caner. Georg Kern 
Chaplain: Don Carter 
II ( Rcprcscniativc: "J\L" 
-r \ 
I 
Greek~ 87 
88 Greeks 
Jllclta ffiu Jigma 
President: Eric rocllmcr 
Vice President Tom Wilu!.1 
Treasurer: Sam Marshall 
Recording Secretary: Pete Senescu 
Corresponding Secretary: Snm Marshall 
I FC Representative: Scan Coriaty 
Chaplain: Dan Flickinger 
Seargent at /\rms: Chris Whalen 
Greeks 89 
90 Creek~ 
llldta 1i Jigma 
President: Jon I ogle 
Vice President: Bob I anc 
Treasurer: Mark Ca taldi 
Secretary: Paul Wagner 
I FC Representative: Allen Clowers 
Social Chairman: Joshua Ca mp 
I l islorian: Reid Gi lbert 
Fundraisers: Tom Nelson, Tom Ervin 
Chaplain: M ike I lcnnessey 
Tunes Keepers: Jame:. Kais, Andy Lesher 
Keg M asters: Kraig Bano. Derrick Irby 
Frat Jock: David Miller 
hat f-ox: Glenn DclSignorc 
. mbcr:.: Richard DaH ... \,l 1ch.1cl Stewart. \fare Lowcn-
bi g. Alex Bradk), \,f all!.. \,loorc. J ,1-.on I a-.-.cll. William 
B_gg:.. Sco11 Bog.d.1n. John ( orrell. Paul Dratba. Chris 
. ~inson. ~ikc I a rrand. \11!..c Donahue. \ila ri.. Dail). 
tnc Fi11pa1riclo., Tom S1111!..1'"· fodd I ong. Will Davies. 
C .vcy La R o~a. Mike Dellaporta 
Greek <, 9 1 
Pi Omega Delta 
92 Greeks 
"BURG ERR R!!!'' "It felt blonde" " ever 
heard of it" "We 'vc got to drink boys. we 'vc got 
lo drink!" "We are 0000 dead" "Flyby" "Safe-
ty'' "Sha ... right!" "Look guys. its the cat" 
"Starfish hh" " I saw this episode of McGyvcr" 
"Steamboat! Oh tha t is so ancient!'' " I just 
wanna be loved, is that so wrong!" "Stimpy, 
you fool" "She will be mine" " RED EYE!" 
'Tm gonna give you a WI LO TURK EY" 
"Where arc you living next year?" "WORD" 
"She wasn't that ugly" "PEACE YO" " 0 
BIG FIS J I" "Do you want a pair of socks with 
that" "Cupid took the semc tcr ofr' " BEAT IT 
ERO" "Chiller sign!'' 
;>resident: Mark Wuensche! 
vice Pre ident Tom Bragg 
freasurer: James Kitchell 
~ush Chairma n a nd Pledge 
Master: Ken t Wenger 
)ocial Chairpersons: Carlos Or-
tega and Sean Reilly 
.F.C. Representative: T im I lan-
mgan 
~ecording Secretary: Steve Dev-
lin 
: orrcsponding Secretary: An-
drew Munro 
Histori an: .John Woodruff 
: haplain: Victor Gil 
Members: Mark Wucn\chcl, Thoni Bragg. James Kit-
chell. Kent Wenger, Carlos Ortega. Sean Reill), Tim 
I lannigan. Steve Devlin, Andrew Munro. John Wood-
ruff, Victor Gil. James Widmaier. Anthony Sararanos. 
C. John Stanchina, Charles Webb, Michael Mondeaux, 
Christopher Haine~. Monty Ghai. T yree Ko1lowski, 
Chris Lavish. Kyle Mansfield. Jo eph MacDonald. 
Blake 1 lcrr, Dennis Short. Wilmot Simpson. Phil Brack-
en. J eff Fell. Dan Fishman. John Frank, Curt Heinback. 
Scott Houchins. Mike Laffert). John Libonati. Phil Par-
ota. Marty Paulina. Brian Reirdon. Drew Seible. Kevin 
Smith. Bill S1lanic. John T raverso. Eric Widmaier. Bri-
an Wilson 
Greek~ 93 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
94 Greeks 
Members: Ric h C unda ri. Dave Long, J ere Luo ngo. Troy G ehret, Eri c elle , Sea n 
Haga n, Mike O' Do nnell, C hris Traca nna, Rob Conne r, J ason Komasz, Pete De isley, 
Jeff Ec ke rson, Bill Reedy, Mike Pa ta ne, Sta ma tis Tsa mouta lidis, Ri ch Salmo n. Casey 
Price, C hris Phie l. Vern y Fun Pa rk, Bruce Mc ull, Wa ll Zeller, J o hn Schwa nholt , 
Kevin Crowrey, Steve C hristy, Al a.n Snyde r, Kevin McCall, Da ve Fosbenner, Bob 
Yetman, Buddy Andrews, Steve Groff, Trey Wa rd, Bi ll Bunne ll , Anima l Wilson , Heinz 
Buchler, Ma tt H a ra r, Casey eal, Bre ndon Sha rpe, Burke Mo rrison, Da n McGovern 
President: Bill Reedy 
Vice President: Jere Luongo 
Treasurer: Sean Hagan 
Secreta ry: Bill Bunnell 
' 
I 
To "hom it ma) concern. 
Sigma Rho Lambda 1s an equal opportunit) fraternity. Founded quite a long time ago. \\e graduate nearly 
SOC{ of our member'>. Our favorite hobb) is a path). and we tutor admini•.trat1on members in this area. We cur-
rent!} have 30 + members. bul we're not allowed lo say how many. We have talked to sororities and have often 
"bucked up", but we rarel) party or mix. We are the epitome of Ursinui. College (or so we like to think). 
The Flat Lives. 944 ill dead. but Sig Rho will thrive forever. 
"WE'RE ALL GOOD FELLOWS ... " 
Fraternally Yours, 
The Brothers of Sigma 
Rho Lambda 
Greeks 95 
96 Greeks 
leta €1ti 
Prc::.idcnt : Rodnc) I l cssingcr 
Vice President: Tom ' tcelc 
Plcdgema~tcr: Tavio 11 unsicker 
Rush Chairman: Steve Eck 
Social Chai rman: Gene Cavacini 
I FC Representative: M att Miller 
Treasurer: Tavio I l unsickcr 
Beer Commissioners: Chris Padula 
John Nylon 
Chaplain: Jeff Groves 
Correspo ndin g Sec re la r y: Ri ck 
Naratil 
- = 
-" 
Member\: Dennis Holzapfel. Mike 
" ane. 13rian !:-dens. Chri '\ ear}, 
13111 Smith. Wood) Winh. John 
Barboni. Mike Engler. Don Knapp. 
Mart) Mctague. Fred Vogl. Chris-
t ian Morris. Craig "vf onasLero. Dave 
Gallagher 
Greeks 97 
... 
--------------------
, 
... 
·----------------- ---- --- -------
Cross Country 
100 Sports 
Sports JOI 
Field Hockey 
102 Sports 
... 
Sports 103 
Soccer 
104 Sports 
. 
-
= , 
Sport 105 
Football 
Cheer leading 
106 Sport 
... 
Wrestling 
Lacrosse 
Sports I07 
Track 
Golf 
108 Sports 
.... 
Gymnastics 
Swimming 
110 Sports 
... 
Sports 111 
Volleyball 
112 Sports 
-Sports 113 
Baseball 
114 Sports 
.... 
Sports J 15 
Tennis 
116 Sports 
Sports 117 
Women's Basketball 
LJ c 
118 Sports 
... 
Sports 119 
Men's Basketball 
I 
u c\-
120 Sports 
Sport'i 121 
122 Sports 
Sport<., 123 
124 Sports 
l Spor ts 125 
Sports Candids 
-
126 Sports 
• 
Sports 127 
128 Sports 
-Sports 129 
130 Sports 
Sports 131 
132 Sporb 
.... 
Sport<> 133 
Campus Candids 
134 Candido; 
-Candids 135 
-136 Candid~ 
-Ca ndide; 137 
138 Candidi.. 
-Candid 139 


ltrsinus Jtudent f 01Jernment 
142 
Members: Ma rc Appelba um (Advisor), Mike Baga nski. Loreen Bloodgood, Beth Buckenmeyer, Dennis Cunningham, Tris 
English, Rob Ladd . Bob Lane, Kathi Lawless, AnJ ie Mason. Kevin Meitzler , Alina Morawski , Janene Paist, Jenn Schefner. 
Salsuki Scoville, Gina Solensky, Ellen Sylvester, Kristen Ullrich, Teri Urban, Dave Va n Benthuysen. Debbie Williamson, Judd 
Woytek, Elaine Zellcy. 
USGA OFFICERS: Ellen Sylvester (Cor-
responding Sec reta ry), AnJ ie Maso n 
(V ice President), Judd Woytek (Presi-
dent), Gina Solensky (Recording Secre-
tary), Janene Paist (Treasurer). 
OR CLASS OFFICERS: Beth Buck-
er (Vice President). Kris Ullrich (Sec-
), Jenn Scheffler (Class Representn-
Teri Urban (President). 
S E~N IOR CLASS OFFICERS: Bob Lane 
(President). Paul Wagner (Vice Presi-
dent). Kathi Lawless (Treasurer). Rick 
Davi~ (Secretar)). Mar) Garrett (Class 
Repre:.cntative) 
FR ESHMAN CLASS OFFrCERS: Deb 
Williamson (Class Representative), Rob 
Ladd (President), Alina Morawski (Secre-
tary). Missing: Don Fcssman (Vice Presi-
dent). Dana Davino (Treasurer). 
143 
Rtsidtnt illssistants 
PPL-R 1 IOUSf-. : Gu~ lngrald1. Jacquie Ager. 
Steve Grubb. \i1aria co~ta. Judd \\ O)ICk, J im Wid-
maier 
MIDDLE I IOUSl-:.S: Brad Mei~ter. DeeDee 
Prickett. Karen trickier. Ellen S} lvc\ter. 
Jean Gaudet. Anthony Saravano-.. 
LOWER I IO USES: Dan Flickinger. Bonnie Gil-
mour. Eric Foell mer. AnJ ic Mason. Trey Gelston. 
Dawn Fstelle. 
144 
BRODBl"! C K /C UR TIS / WI LK I SO : Rick 
Camp. Pete Sencscu. Chrii. Foust. Paul Wagner. Paul 
Mad'>on. Scan Reilly. 
Tll F QUAD: Sheri McCloskey, Kathy Kel-
ler, Sloane Gibb, Monica Norris, Rodi Sills, 
Gina Solcnsky. Ccndrine Bister. 
RE IMFRT ll A LL: Evelyn Kousoubris, Marc 
Lowenbcrg, llob Lane, !lea ther Groom. Krysty 
Kiwak, Scott Taylor, Steve Devlin. 
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Tll E JAPA NESE CLUB 
Rick Camp. Darlene Koerner (Secretary). 
Satsuki Scoville, Jeff Smith. Mike Vanim 
( President). 
THE LANTERN 
Bob Lane (Editor-in-Chief), Kate Phillips 
(Assistant Editor). Gar Donecker (Layout 
Editor). Sandy Kelsch ( Business Manager). 
Amy Flemming ( Pa tron Manager). Steve 
Devlin (Circulation Manager), Maria Costa 
(Archivist). Paul Gagne, Karin Hoerner, 
Peggy Gavin. Kim Costino, Jeff Smith. Chris 
Kakacek. Vanessa Klingen mith, Satsuki 
Scoville. 
GALA 
Michael Cyr, Beth Hauser, Jeff Bell. 
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T HI::. SA ILI G CLU B 
Sheri McCloskey. Randy Leiser ( President). 
Mike rrcdcrick. Tom Koester. Rick Camp. 
Tony Saravanos. Kim Brown. Thomas Ho"-
cll. Christian Sockel. 
CAM PUS ACT IVIT IES BOARD 
Rob Kester ( President), Melisa Miller (Vice 
President), Linda Sisz (Treasurer), Beth 
Carkner (Recording Secretary), Donna Lor-
cn10 (Correl>ponding Secretary). Monica Ar-
dura, Beth Buckenmeyer. Jason Kindt, Jamie 
Pchlman, Scott Saveu, Robin Stankiewicz, 
Ellie Stutzman, Brian Toleno. Kris Ullrich. 
Kristen Virgin, Jeff Smith. Robert Trout. 
BR OW BAC K-AN DERS PR E-M EDI-
CAL SOCIETY 
Torre Ruth, Jennifer Janco, Monica A rdura, 
I leather Groom. Blake Herr, Joe MacDon-
ald. Kristin Link. Chris Haines, Dan Men-
chey. Jennifer Simmons, Jay Meyers, Melisa 
Miller. John Traverso, G us Ingraldi, J ason 
Kindt. Bill Szlanic, Chris Widmaier, J im 
Widmaier. icole Alu. G ina Solensky. 
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Bl RD\\OOD Cll L· 'vt lCAL SOCll~TY 
Tom l\.1rrane ( Pre,idcnt), Michael Patane 
(Vice Pre!.1dent). Brian Tolcno (Secrctar) ). 
Tom Steele (Trea:.urer). Or . .J . Lo Bue (Advi-
sor). Rob Kester. Da ve Fosbenncr. Chri,ti 
1 loffman, Alex Bradley, Diane DclGiorno. 
Jamie Roseman. Doll) 'v1 1 ... hra. Ph1ll1p 
Palmer. cou ervea ....... Scou Tr1a ... ka. Scott 
Sa\'ell. Craig Overpeck, Jon I lu bcr. Titan}a 
Kononov. Dave \\ <l'>hburn. Tro} Gehert, 
tephanie Horling. \l ullai Anandasegar. 
Pl NU EPSILO 1 
J eff mith (President). Darlene Koerner 
(Vice President -Vocal). Monica Houser 
(Vice President-Band). Chris Torak (Secre-
tary). Tara Livingston (Treasurer). Dhinesh 
Samuel (Historia n), Cindy Larkins, Betsy 
Tallion, Tara Fiore. Satsuki Scoville, Dan 
Barr). Christine Con1, "Jicole Guthrie. Di-
ana Brov.n, Ester Ca'>tells-Talens. Wakako 
Yagi. Julie Tonnes,en. arah Lee. Laura 
Scarola. Jenn Heal, Kir:.ten Becker. 
WH ITI A S 
Pamela Wilson (President). Jeanine Schiano 
(Vice President), Kelli Rooney (Treasurer-
/ Secrela ry) , Jocelyn Gnirrep, Elisabeth 
Hauser, Donna Loren10. Melissa Margolis, 
Karen Strickler. 
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l'ffl-R-VA RS ITY C HRISTIA N FEL-
i OWSHIP 
Shawn Glancy. J eff Smith. Steve Yim. Jenni-
fer Il ea!. Lori Fitton. Keith Krat1, Dorian 
laconis. Linda Roger-.. Pam Wilson, Dhine~h 
Samuel (Leader). Dawn Warner ( Leader). 
Kris Wagner (Leader). Blake Herr ( Leader). 
Kristen White. Danny Bubb, J en Oreho"-:.k} 
( Leader). K} le l\.fan field . Wes Lip. chult1. 
Jean Gaudet. Ryan Savitz. Brian Baldia, 
Beth Carkner, J amie Adam. Becky Carreon. 
URS! US STUDE T E 1VIRO J MEN -
TAi ACTIO COALITIO 
J olene Prowse. Laura Bryans, Tom Epler. 
Jennifer Hagerty, Christia n Outwin, Dia ne 
Oclgiorno. lvona Bukosky, Jon Cole. Paul 
Kirkland, Debbie Moore. Kim Schaninger, 
Doll} Mishra. Ellen Sylvester. 
STUDE T VOICE FOR CHOICE 
Kristen Schwar1 ( Director), Paul Gagne 
(Co-Director). Satsuki Scoville, Tris English. 
Vanessa Klingensmith (Secretary), Sara J a-
cobson, Kara DcZago. Elisabeth I la user. 
Darlene Koerner (Treasurer). 
149 
JAZZ ENSEMBLE 
Lori Fitton (President), Wes Lipschullz, Megumi 
Uchiyama, Dan Menchey. Tom Ervin (Vice President), 
Mary Jane Knerr, Chris Kakacek, Nick Baccino. 
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS 
Tris English (President), Satsuki Scoville 
(Vice President), Nicole Plante, Brandie 
Keates, Rich Torr, Diana Brown, Steve 
Grubb. 
LE CERC LE FRANCA IS 
Lynn Duda ( President), Amy Grazer (Vice President), 
Jeff Bell (Treasurer), Celine Barou, Bob Gonnella, An-
J ie Mason, Stephanie Branca, Janene Paist, Rebecca 
Strawbridge. 
150 
M F. ISTF.RSI NG ERS 
Brian Baldia. Kirsten Becker, Diana Brown, 
i:.ster Castelb-Talens. ancy Costello. James 
Crowder, Tara Fiore. Daniel Flickenger. Peg-
gy Gavm. J ennifer Heal. Kathryn Keller, 
Robert Kester. James Kitchell. Darlene 
Koerner. Jacques LaBerge. Tara Livingston. 
Monica 'lorris. Abby Rosenbaum, Laua 
Scarola. Satsuki Scoville. Jeff Smith, Chris 
Torak. Dave Van Benthuysen. Wakako Yagi. 
S PA N IS H CLUB 
Melissa M argolis ( President), Sharon 
McCann (Vice President). Christin Outwin, 
Dolly Mishra. Eric J ames. Jolene Prowse. 
Ester Castclls-Talens. 
PS YC HOLOGY CLU B 
Teresa Taylor ( President). Karen Strickler 
(Vice President), Kim Feilke (Secretary), 
Jon Fogle (Treasurer), Mark Cataldi. Lori 
Fitton. Wes Lipschultz, Melissa Margolis. 
Dan Fishman, Shawn Glancy, Pam Wilson. 
Megumi Uchigama, Kirsten Becker, Denise 
Stromcn. Kellianne Sheller. Sean Coriaty. 
K ris11ne Elliott. 
151 
I 1 l·RSOROR ITY COl C ll 
Janet I\ 111t1 (President). Kerri Paucr-.on. 
I on I 111on. l\arcn Strickler. Megan Chmiel. 
FIS HI G CL B 
We~ I ipschuh7. Jeff Dare. Craig Tibaldt. 
George Kern. tcvc de Celis. tu I urganic 
CLASSICS C L B 
Chris Torak, Dorian lacobi'>. Paul Kirkland. 
J ason Coleflesh. Sharon Long. Kath) Hoff-
man. 
152 
INl l· RI RATFR'\dTY COU~C I L 
Allen Clm,cr' ( Prc~1dcnt). \fatt \,11ller, Jim 
( rtl\\dcr. Tim Hannigan. Sean Coriat), 
Jame' I angel!. \t ikc O"Donnell. John LC\/· 
Ct) n,i..1. Burke \forn,on. 
(' I R (' I I· I\ 
Karla I lummcl ( President) Patti Ev.ing 
(Vice Prc\1dcnt). Jena Weaver (Sccrctar} ), 
l\ ri,tinc l lllot (Treasurer). Jen Ja nco, Sat-
\Ul..1 Scoville. Tina \itoukoulis. Dan Fishman. 
1 m I ngll-.h. Kr~:.t) Ki,, ak. Stephanie Horl-
ing. \,I ulla1 J\nandasegar. 
FC' BA CL B 
Bonnie Gilmour ( President). Rodi Sills (Vice 
Prc,idcnt). J ill J ackson (Secretary). Rick 
(amp (Trca,urcr). Phil Parrot ta. Brian Rior-
dan. Mart) Paulina. T on) Saravanos. 
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Ml ORITY TlJDl- f U 10 
Stephanie Snow, Charle~ Washington. Jr .. 
Charis!>e Jack, Johnethia Archie, Sophia Ar-
tis, icola Wills, tlla Styer, Shavcra Roy~­
ter, Mia Fink, Lisa Edwards, Shanine Brown. 
Dana Jones, Ju ne nifer Allen. W}ni -
que Reed, Tom Er\'ing. Ralph Hand}. Kar-
ynn Henry. Andrea Blalod. 
CU B & KEY 
Eric Bleickardt (President). Jeff Turner 
(Vice President), Greg Cucculino (Secre-
tary), Jamia Adam (Treasurer). Dennis Cun-
ningham, Steve Grubb. R. Matthew Landis, 
Paul Wagner, James Widmaier. 
AUDIO-V ISUA L C LUB 
Paul Gagne, J en Bailey, Josh Carter, Esther 
Castells-Talens. Lynn Duda, Amparo Espa-
das, Kris Facciolini , Monty Ghai , Dave 
Long, Keith Mandia, Lauren Medica. Jolene 
Prowse, Gina Radocha. Alison Sedgwick. 
Satsuki Scoville, Tris English, Diana Brown. 
Dave Van Benthuysen. 
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M~SSFR l:'\TER 'ATIONAL STU-
D!· T UN IO N 
Julio Omana, Suprat1k Banerjee. Eric Bleick-
hardt, Chris Chappell, Darlene Koerner, Kim 
Black, Sharon Long, Sue Lee, Tara Living-
<;ton, Shizuka Sakurai, Celine Barou. F.llen 
S)lveMer. Sabuki coville, Wakako Yagi. 
Amparo Espadal>. Esther Castellr.-Talen~. 
1 letal Shroff. Stephanie Branca. Maggie Jac-
quelt n, Vanel>!.a K lingcnsmith, J olene 
Prowse, J en Harpel, Amitha Silva, Enc 
J ames, Jason Colcfish, Tom Bragg. Dale 
Vandersall, Zhiwei J iang, Sue Camargo. To-
moko Sasaki. ChriMin Out win. Petra Schule, 
Tony Saravanol>. Tho Thieu, Rob Pohl. Jeff 
Bell. Monty Ghat. Mike Yanim. Keith Krat7, 
Dwayne J avier, Diana Brown. Nikki Plante. 
Pill BETA KAPPA 
Dennis Cunningham, Pam Wilson, Rob Kes-
ter, Lori Fitton, Beth Hauser, Karen 
Strickler. Jamie Adam, Greg Cucculino, 
Steve Grubb. Melissa Ma rgolis. Kelli Roo-
ney. Charles K'ullman, Eric Bleickhardt. 
Rodney Hessinger. Joseph Kershner. Matt 
Landi • Ann-Mane Carr. 
T ll E LITERARY SOC IETY 
Ken Baker. Dave Billitto. 
155 
!ampus life 

I 
158 
pro-Theatre Productions 
Director and 
Nurse 
John Proctor 
Elizabeth Proctor 
Giles Covey 
Rebecca 
Joyce E. Henry 
Kcilh Slrunk 
Patricia Schroeder 
James Decalur 
The Crucible 
By Arthur Miller 
November 199 1 
Judge Hathorne 
Deputy Governor 
forth 
George Fago 
Oan-
Abigail Williams 
Mary Warren 
Reverend Parris 
Reverend Hale 
Other Cast Members 
Thomas A pp le 
Kristen Schwarz 
Alicia Leh r 
Bob Lane 
Alan McCabe 
Rob Connor 
Amanda Finch 
Leslie Gaskill 
M atthew Hicks 
Jason Signore 
Evan Snyder 
-
Measure For Measure 
By Shakespeare 
April 1992 
Director 
Angelo 
Duke Vincentio 
Claudio 
Juliet 
Lucio 
Isabella 
Marianna 
Drug Addicts 
Joyce E. Henry 
Keith Strunk 
Matthew Hicks 
Chris Kakacek 
Abby Rosenbaum 
Alan McCabe 
Kristen Schwarz 
Alicia Lehr 
Ralph Handy 
Dave 
Van Benthuysen 
The cast a lso included: 
Cara Console 
Tom Eppler 
George Fago 
Eric Focllmer 
Denise Moretz 
Ellen Sylvester 
Jon Volkmer 
Kristin White 
John Williams 
John Woodruff 
159 
Air band 
GRO P 
Paul & Beth 
Alpha Sigma '\Ju & 
T IT L E OR SO"IC 
You·rc the 
That I Want 
One 
Co. I l omccoming 
Phi Alpha Psi 
Suite 205 
1950 Revisited 
Betans 
160 
Queen\ Got /\ Gun 
2N D PLACE 
I l it Mc With Your 
Oest Shot 
Boogie W oogic 
Bugle Boy 
I ST PLACE 
.Just /\ Gigolo 
Mama Said Knock 
You Out 
r ---~~~~~~~~·~11·~ it 11.r.• 
The Ninth Annual Airband was held on 
February 21. 1992. All the proceeds went 
towards Project 1 lcadstarl. and a special 
thanks goes out to the RA· for planning 
thi'> fun event. 
GROU P SO 'G OR TITLE 
Pi u Ep ilon Hand J ive 
Rhythmic Limp Check the Rime 
Bork & the Ban:.hees I'm too Sexy 
JRO PLACE 
Kappa Delta Kappa The Shoop Shoop 
Song 
Tau Sig Tyrants You'd Beller Shop 
Around 
Resident Assistants We Go Together 
Juniors 
Grade point average - 4.00, of course! NOT! 
The Brother and Sister Team of Collete and Brent Baldasere 
162 Juniors 
The pigs and lions mix . 
Suite 204 
Juniors 163 
Jophomores 
The men (??) of Suite 302 & Steve 
No work boots and cut-offs - what 's wrong with this picture? 
164 Sophomores 
These guys sure do take unique study breaks!? 
freshmen 
Where a rc Lhe most freshman girls? In t he quad, of course! 
166 Freshmen 
Freshman guys afler accepting their bids - and pledging begins! 
Freshmen 167 
Campus Candids 
Dick and Bea ker share a brotherl}' bonding experience. 
168 Want ~ome more p17la girb'? 
,/ 
Our 1alcn1cd Ursinus cheerleaders - NOT! 
169 
Reirncrt's very own mascot 
•· 
Now here's two studs - Miles a nd Clipnc r( ?!) 
Charlie and Mau. arc you guys trying to spell -.omc-
thing·~ 
172 Kelly and Hyper Bill share a brew in Reimerl. 
Cynthia and J anene hang ou1 \\ith their favorite fish, Flounder. 
Tom a nd Frank stop to chat before cla\~. 173 
I ley Meg. what a rc you supposed to be. anyway? 
Are you a little hungry. Hiroshi? 
174 
~r. Ursinus 
This yea r's Mr. Ur-;inus competition took place on Frida}. 
April 3rd, in Wi.,mer I O\\ er Lounge and was certainly a night 
full of laugh'>. ''Reach for the Star .. was the theme and the tage 
\\as decorated ver} niccl} with a Broadway-li ke appeara nce. The 
Mis tress of Ceremonies was Stephanie Mc ulty. and the event 
was sponi.ored by CA B. There was an introduction of the contes-
tants. a ta lent ... ection. a bathing suit competition, and a semi 
formal and intervicv. part, loo. The winner of the night was Mr. 
Resident As.,ista nt. C hrii. .. oust, who performed a juggling act to 
" If I We re a Rich Man" from the musical, Fiddler on the Roof. 
The following conteMa nb a ll did a fabulo us job: 
Mr. Alpha Sigma Nu 
Mr. Ka ppa Della Kappa 
Mr. Minority S tudent Union 
Mr. Omega Chi 
Mr. Phi Alpha Psi 
Mr. Resident Assis tant 
M r. Tau Sigma Gamma 
C hris topher A. T orak 
J ulio A. Omana 
Charles Washington, J r. 
Rober t Connor 
Sea n T. Hagan 
C hris Foust 
Ma lik Moore 
Annie (Malik) strulS her stuff across the ~•age. ice leg.,! 
Spring Pastimes 
• 
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URSINUS COLLEGE 
CONGRA TULA TIO NS 
__ ... -
. : . . 
. . 
... ,._.~ . -
--.::·:: . . ·. 
: :-J' ,,. -:-
.. . , " .. ,_, ... TO THE CLASS OF 1992 
FROM 
PRESIDENT RICHTER 
And The 
URS/NUS COLLEGE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
. ~ I 
' ., . SFTTINC STANl>A IU) S I OR STlllH.NTS 
URSINUS COT 1.EGE 
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URSINUS COLLEGE 
CELEBRATES 
THE ESTABLISHMENT 
OF THE TAU OF PENNSYLVANIA CHAPTER 
OF PHI BETA KAPPA 
ON MARCH 29, 1992 
AND CONGRATULATES 
THOSE MEMBERS OF THE CLASSES OF 1992 AND 1993 
WHO WERE ITS FIRST INITIATES 
SElTlNG ST AN DAROS FOR STUDENT<; 
URSINUS COLLEGE 
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Kristin, 
"To dream anything that you want to dream, 
that is the beauty of the human mi nd. To do 
anything t ha t you want to do, that is the 
strength of the human will. To trust yourself 
to test the limits, that is the courage to suc-
ceed." 
Bernard Edmonds 
"To have balance in your life is to schedule 
'time to smell the r oses'." 
Mom and Dad 
MUCH SUCCESS IN LAW 
SCHOOL!! 
LOTS OF LOVE AND 
CONGRATULATIONS ON 
YOUR GRADUATION! 
Congratulatons Chris ''Plug'' & Class Of 
''92'' 
Love 
MOM & DAD 
& 
FRIENDS AT 
THE FALLS TAVERN 
215-438 3715 
Open Sundays 
3501 Indian Queen Lane 
(In East Falls) 
Phila PA 19129 
Jim-
Lots of love and congratulations. 
You proved you were up to the 
challenge! 
Mom, Dad, Kevin and Kimberly 
MIKE FREDERICK 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AND BEST WISHES 
FOR YOUR FUTURE 
SUCCESS. WE ARE SO 
PROUD OF YOU. 
LOVE 
MOM & DAD 
KRISTIN - IT ALL WENT BY 
SO QUICKLY. LOVE TO YOU 
AND YOUR CLASSMATES 
MOM&DAD 
CONGRATULATIONS DAVE, 
THE BEST TO YOU ALWAYS 
WISHING YOU MUCH HAPPINESS 
& SUCCESS lN THE FUTURE 
LOVE, MOM, DAD & TERRI 
CONG RATULATIONS, DAW N! 
WE AR E SO PROUD OF YOU. 
LOVE, 
MOM, DAD, DR EW AN D DAN I ELLE 
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shawn 
con gr a tu la tions! 
to one very special son 
from two very proud parents 
all our love, 
mom & dad 
Congratulations Bill! 
Persistence Paid off! 
We're Proud Of You! 
MOM & DAD 
anthony, 
you have proved thal you can 
do whatever you set your mind to 
do. our wish is that you will 
continue to experience the 
richness and fullness of life in 
ways that are meaningful lo you. 
With al l our love, 
mom & dad 
tommy & mike 
CONGRATULATIONS 
KRIS!! 
WE LOVE YOU. 
MOM ANDDAD 
KEITH AND MAYTE 
congratulations 
kris! 
we're so proud of you-
our love and best wishes 
for a bright and happy future. 
love, 
mom, dad, mike & kate 
dave (animal), 
best wishes for you r future 
success. 
love 
mom, dad & laura 
CONGRATULATIONS 
MRS. BOO BOO 
YOUR A WINNER! 
DADSTER, MOM, LIZ, MAGS 
KRISTEN 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AND 
LOVE 
MOM & BILL 
sean, 
congratulations and best wishes 
for success in your future. 
love & pride 
mom, grandmom, linda, pat, gary, 
marie, jim, jimmy jr., andrea, 
jack, barb, renee, wally and scott. 
Rodi -
Congratulations To A Great 
Daughter And Sister. We're 
Proud Of You And The Entire 
Class Of '92. 
Love, 
MOM, DAD, 
DONNIE AND KATHI 
URSINUS 
Will Miss You ... 
JUDD 
Some People Make The 
World More Special Just 
By Being In [t. 
ff There's Mold On It, 
Just Scrap It Off And 
Eat [t. We Luv You 
M.D.F.P.B. 
Complum.:ntl> ol ... 
c 
COMMON\V&\LTH 
FEDERAL 
SAVINGS BANK 
Common sense banklng.~ 
IFDIC @ INl>URll) 11 • 0,. 
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To: Denise Schildt 
Congratulations on your Graduation!!! 
Yet another goa l bas been altained and we are lost for words to describe our unending pride 
in your growth and accomplishments. Once again, the words of Bruce Wilmer come to mind and 
are here reproduced. These words, that seem to fit you so well, convey our pride more completely 
and eloquently Lhan any we could have composed. Keep them with you always. 
Mom and Dad 
In many ways I'm proud of you -
You've come a long, long way. 
The growth of your abilities 
Has stmck me day by day. 
Each person has a goal to reach, 
A place they'd like to be, 
A standard they aspire for, 
Results they'd like to see. 
Some contests are for glory, 
Putting trophies on the shelf 
Others are the ones we wage 
For bettering the self. 
It 's not the stakes that count, but rather 
How we sense our movement; 
And you are on a steady course 
Of rapid self-improvement. 
The progress you are showing 
Makes me want to say aloud: 
I'm happy where you're going, 
And you make me very proud. 
- Bruce B. Wilmer 
Congratulations 
And Best Wishes, 
Leslie 
Love, 
DAD, MOM, 
GREG 
AND OWEN 
ROUTE 113 NORTH OF ROUTE 29, COLLEGEVILLE, PA 19426 
Maggie -
We Love You. 
MOM & DAD 
Congratulations 
Krista! 
Love DAD, PAT, 
KAREN, AND 
GRAND POP. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE 
CLASS OF 1992 
THE KEOHANE FAMILY 
.. • 'F rtEE.WE l tiiH1" !> 
eJiiTEP AtfP.05tlS 
753 MAIN STREET• TRAPPE. PA 119426 • 21~9-4321 
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GOLD STAR 
Thomas J. Andre 
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick Cole . .Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis J. Cunningham, Sr. 
Joseph & Linda Gonnella 
Mr. & Mrs . .J.E. Loughran 
Gail T. M orrison 
Peggy & Jerry Yanim 
Peter & Barbara Zobe l 
I 
/ 
•Meridian 
SILVER STAR 
Eilcccn M. l:ngla11d 
Mr & Mrs. Willi am Marchcll y 
BRONZE 
\il a rga rct Ba la~a rc & Fa mily 
Mr & Mrs Werne r Blcickha rdl 
Mr. & Mrs Edward ( ; rubb 
Mr & Mrs Joseph I ivc1lcy 
Mr & Mrs lgnatiui. Makoid 
Mr & Mrs Daniel Mangle 
Mr & Mrs Louis A. Schiano 
Dr & Mrs Howa rd Waron kcr 
SIST ERS 
5\tl\1\ 
Ch . rzst· lflq 
~atti e. 
:Sisters ever true1 friencfsfiip for me and you, 
a 6oncf tfiat wi[[ not /after as tfie years go 6y ... " ~odi 
L~~e Y}-f wa!/~1 
... your sisters 
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Catch a Rainbow of Opportunities 
at 
Harleysville National Bank 
where you will find 
Innovative Banking Products for the 
Whole Family. 
From Kids Ba11king . . . 
• A specially designed :.avangs program just for kids! 
•Baby's First Bank Book• IGd 's Bank Book • Teto 's Dr~m Planner 
• Student Oiecking Accounts with no minimum balance required and 
10 FREE checks per month . 
. . . To Our Gang, 
A club designed especia lly for anyone age 60 or bcuer. OU R GANG 
offers selected FR EE ban Icing services and special bcne rils as well as 
exciting trips to places far and near. Talk to us about all the details of tht 
Delaware Valley's most unique seniors club. 
Our Products are Designed to Serve 
You For Life. 
~RLEYSVILLE Jlfil NATIONAL 
Bank and TruSI Company 
• ""1• 1'.tW 
256-8851 
FRIENDS 
Mr & Mrs David Ba rtynski 
Mr& Mrs .J ohn D. Orown 
Den nis & Mary Anne Ca labrese 
Kathryn Daimond 
Mr & Mrs Lynn Glancy 
John & Joan Hu tchinson 
Razz & Lou Radocha 
Lewis & Linda Reynold!. 
Mr & Mrs George 11 Schefncr 
Richard & Arlene Suth 
Da vid & Lorraine White 
Leon & Patricia Wilk 
Dia ne & And y Woytek 
Mr & Mrs. George S. Yacoubian 
Jeanine 
Schiano and 
Gregory 
Cuculino 
Congratula11on'> On Your Achievements 
At Lr'>inu" - Cla-.-. Of 92 
Succc . ., In All I utun.: l· ndeavor.., 
Love, 
MOM, DAD AN D FAMILY 
Conrad & Nancy Grandma & Dzia Dzia 
Richard & Cheryl Aunl Mary Ann and 
Lexi & Cassi 
M ichacl & A lc!>a 
Ki ra & Ashleigh 
Aunt Carmela 
Aunt Lucille and 
Lnclc Anthon) 
Uncle Eddie 
.J ennifer. Laura , and 
Eli1abcth 
Aunt Margie and 
nclc Bob 
and 
Wolf 
ELECTRONIC TUNE·UP 
GENERAL REPAIRS 
TOWING 
AUTOMOTIVE CENTER 
P.O BOX 52 
8 CROSS KEYS RO. 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA 19426 
STATE INSPECTION 
EMISSION INSPECTION 
489-6888 
Corporate Headquarters 
3076 Ridge Pike 
Eagleville. PA 19408 
(21 5) 539·6727 
FAX (21 5) 539·5856 
• 
""' a 
Super Discount 
Super Drugstore 
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Lej~h 
Steph 
-:fer\ W. 
Dee Dee.. 
0 
n1ars 
Senn 
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF URSINUS COLLEGE 
WISHES YOU CONTINUED SUCCESS. COME BACK 
OFTEN TO CAMPUS AND BE PART OF ALUMNI 
EVENTS. 
Congratulation 8' 
Best Wishes for 
Suttess In The 
future To The 
(lass Of 1'>'>2 
TttE fEQQETTI f AMILY 
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Friends of the Ursinus Library 
Congr<ILu lalC the Class or 1992 
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/ 
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Through annual dues and gifts to lhc loyalty fund. friends of the Ursinu!> l.ibrar) make possible the develop-
ment of special collections. exhibits. and occasiona l lectures. Individual!>. a~ friends. interpret the U rsinus 
Library to their communit~ and encourage gift:. from others. Benefitl> to friend~ include free use or the library. a 
ncw:-.lcttcr, and invitation:-. 10 special events. Providing for the objective need:. of I he library is an important ob-
jec ti ve of the friend:.. Cla!>~ of 1992 we invite you to join us. 
w 0 
Congratulations to 
the following 
Chemistry majors on 
their graduation: 
Alex Bradley 
Diane DelGiorno 
Christi Hoff man 
Tom Kirrane 
Sue Lee 
Tim Nguyen 
Mike Patane 
Tom Steele 
Brian Toleno 
The Chemistry 
Department 
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